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barrens prefers the ground mosses and
liohens which cover t h e rocks and
stamps of the swamps aud lowlands. It
is for this food that the caribou travels
hundreds of miles, keeping on t b e
march tirelessly as a steam engine and
stoppicg only when he has reached the
ground which promises plenty of his fa
vorite food.
THE MIGRATION.

Here is a bit of frog story, which came
in from Cobbosseecontee, by the way of
Skowhe^an. It seems that a g ntleman
front that town, who was out at the lake
last summer, had occasion to visit that
locality recently. Near one of the cot
tages on Sandy hook (formerly known as
Robbins pint,) is a spring, of which the .
gentleman knew and which was dug out
by one o f the cottage owners last sum
mer. On the occasion of his Sunday
visit, the gentleman visited the spring to
see if it was frozen over and upon lifting
the barrel head which served as a cover,
he experienced one of the greatest sur
prises of his life. The spring was dried
up but not empty, for it was literally
alive with little green frogs and as the
cover was lifted and the dayli ht came to
them they began jumping in all directions,
apparently as lively as they had been in
summer. The gentleman placed the
cover on the spring again and went home
wondering how, with the mercury at zero
and the la>e frozen solid as near the
spring, those little frogs mana ed to live
That the story is a true one there is no
doubt, but probably some wag will read it
and decide at once that there was nothing
wonderful about the activity of the frogs
as frogs are always lively in the spring.—
Kennebec Journal.

23, 1904.
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There are many hunters and guide*
today who saw the last great herd cf
Bird and Animal Cages,
caribou bid farewell to Maine and take
ABE THEBE CARIBOU?
Cage
Specialties,Fishing Reels,
Six Years’ Close Time on Them up the great march a ross the border
Artificial Baits, Spoons, Etc.
and these men speak with awe and ad
Bangor Man Says lie Saw Herd
Up Next October.
CHAIN — Brass, Bronze, Steel and Iron.
miration of the manner in which the
WIRE PIC TURE CORO.
on Katabdin.
great bul's mustered their followers and
Great Herds Have Migrated and set out for new feeding grounds going
198-Page
Tackle
Catalogue on Receipt of 25 Cents.
F. A Landers, who has been in charge
as straight and true as the wild geese of the logs cut by the Palmer Bros of
T H E A N D R E W B. H E N D R Y X CO , N ew Haven C o n n .. U. S. A
Those L ft Should He Saved.
Will the legislature which goes into which annually left into the air and take Patten at Sourdnahunk lake, has returned
sessiou next mouth place an additional their unerring course for the warmer to this city on account of ill health. Mr
period of close time on caribou in climes of the southern coasts. The oar Linders reports game to be extremely
Maine? This is a pertinent question ibou did not stray across the border, but plentiful in the Sourdnahunk region,
T H E
R A N G E L E Y
L A K E S , |
just now and one which is being dis they went in organized bands and witu moose being particularly
numerous.
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men gets into a discussion of the game maroh. The trails left by the departing ting' a deer at any time. This region just
conditions in Maine. A period of close herds were plainly marked by the im
We mail, free of charge, a book showing half-tone cuts of hotels $
north of Katahdin is out of the regular
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and camps at all Rangeley Lake Points.
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branches and has long been known as
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Maine.
X
the close time will end on Oct. 14 of stripped of moss while en route.
It is more than ten years since tbe last one ol the best fish and game countiies in
next year. The sportsmen are now won
the state
dering if they will then hare a chance to big herds of caribou have been seen in
On his way to Millinocket Mr. Landers
Maine
though
they
have
been
reported
shoot caribou again or if* the animals
Articles and Pictures.
met a trapper at the camp of Ben Harris
GUIDE TO
w ill be protected for a period of years in numbers at various times since then
on
Pockwockamus,
who
claimed
to
have
Herds
have
been
repotted
at
many
dif
by additional legislation at the next ses
M a in e W oods readers are requested
ferenl times and places but the stories recently seen a herd of 32 caribou on Mt.
sion.
iPUBLISHEDJBYlTHE e^L.tdal
to contribute items and articles about
Some men argue that the law protect of them always center about Katahdm Katahdin. Mr Landers hims If saw two
their experiences in the woods for pub
ing the caribou may as well be removed. and it is probably true that the old while away and if other reports are to be
They say there are not eneugh of the mountain and its surrounding peaks believed they would seem to indicata that
lication in M a in e W oods and those
ENTITLED
animals in the state to promise any with their barren wastes and moss cov caribou are beginning to return to the
ered
rocks
give
sustenance
to
the
few
who have photographs to go with the
state. Most of the Maine guides believe
great increase in the next decade any
way and the few (hat are left might as remaining caribou in the state. It was that the close time on caribou has been
200 pages and over 100 illustrations.
stories should send them.
Copy for 10c in stamps.
well be killed off and prevented from only a few weeks ago that a herd of 32 entirely unnecessary The animal is a
Address Dept A . j
J. W. B raokktt C o.
eating up the food which is needed for caribou was reported on top of Katab i migratory one and moves from place to
. C. C. BROWN, G. P. & T. A.,
the deer and moose. This is considered din by a well known guide and trapper i place in search of a plentiful supply ol
Phillips, Maine, Jan. 11, 1903.
an insane method of reasoning by named Sewall. For several seasons a j food. The reason, native hunters claim,
sportsmen and others who think the doe caribou has been seen about Milli- that there have been no caribou in Maine
very scarcity of the caribou and possi-, nooket lake, a lone survivor of a depart for the past five or six years, is not that
bility of their ultimate extinction should i ed race.
they have been killed off but that, having
The Whirr o f the Partridge and the Whistle
be sufficient reason for their protection i If there are so many caribou in Maine exhausted their particular variety of food
why
should
there
not
be
more
in
time
if
at whatever cost.
o f the
stuff, they simply moved to better feeding
There are very few caribou in Maine the^nimals are protected and given an
grounds.
opportunity
to
increase.
The
forests
of
today, so very few that the small boy’s
They argue that when the moss and
“ finger and toe” count would include the state are not hospitable to the cari
linchens which the caribou have eaten off
bou
and
the
animals
must
eke
out
a
most of them. Tbe great herds which
is beard by those who visit the
once
roamed the country between scanty living at best. If theie few cari in Maine have had time to grow again,
Moosehead lake and the East branch of bou have seen fit to remain with us and the animals will reappear.—Portland Ad
the Penobscot and northward of Katah- not follow their relatives out of the vertiser.
dln have gone, some of them before the state why not give them the protection
hunter’ s rifle and others across the bor of the law and save the few that are
W oods Are Quiet.
der to the great feeding grounds of New left. The caribou is a handsome ani
o f Maine for game
A
Portland
paper grows eloquent and
Brunswick aud Newfoundland.
The mal, probably the handsomest big game
few stragglers which are left of this animal in the Maine forests, for he has expresses itself in the followin langua e :
Now all will be quiet in the woods, the
great army are now found in the region the size and strength which go well
cracking of twigs, the scampering of deer
of Katabdin, while occasiona ly a stray with beauty and grace of outline.
The caribou have gone into retire the bark of the rifle and dying cry of the
doe caribou is seen considerably to the
ate plentiful and the accomm odations are excellent.
ment among the hills and plateaus of human will be stilled. The brown-eyed
southward.
For circular, address
The oaribou left Maine years ago, mi Katahdin and form a picturesque addi graceful animals may browse in peace.
grating northeastward in great droves tion to the attractions of the grand old They may roam the deer licks and the
F. N. B E A L , Phillips, Me., F L E T C H E R P O P E , Phillips, M e.,
and stopping only when they reached mountain. Protect the few remaining deer pa hs without thin ing seme hunter
the great barrens of New Brunswick aud caribou and give them a chance to in is lying in wait to take their lives. They
Supt. S. R. R. R .
Gen. M ’g’r P. & R. R. R .
Newfoundland. There they found the crease by making the next -period of may congregate in the open and hold
G. M . V O S E , Kingfield, Me.,
food for which they were in search and close time ten years instead <f six, aud their usual conventions. And when
never
let
it
be
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that
any
variety
of
there they have remained and made
Supt. F. & M . Ry.
spi ing comes they may dig up the farm
those sections the great hunting ground game in Maine has become extinct be ers’ potatoes and corn and other things,
of the world for caribou. It was prima cause it was denied protection.— Bangor to their heart’s content and not be shot.
rily a lack of food which drove the cari News.
bou to seek new feeding grounds and in
The annual meeting; of t ie Maine
The annual report of the commission
the opinion oE-old woodsmen aud hunt
ers on inland fisheries and game for the Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association
ers they are gone for good.
The caribou does not feed on the same year 19U4 is in the hands of the printer will be held at tbe judiciary rooms in
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch o f circular*
food which the deer aud moose thrive and will be issued by the time that the the State House, on Tuesday, tbe third
of
camp*
and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and Steamboat line*. W«
on. The soft, sweet mosses and tender legislature convenes. The report will day of January, 1905, at 2 o’ clock in tbe
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for
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and
make
a
book
of
about
80
pages
and
will
shoots of young tree* whioh are so
send these free of charge for the benefit o f advertiser* in M a m s W o o d *
sweet to the deer and moose have no at contain a large amount of Interesting the transaction of such other business
and o u r readers.
traction for the caribou. This big ant matter relative to the work of the de as may properly come before the meetM a in s W oods I nformation B ureau , P hillip*, M a ta s
lered and.broad hoofed monarch of the partment and to the game of the state. inn.
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Rangeley Sporting Notes.

Foxes and Dogs.

Special correspondence to Maine Woods.

Special correspondence to Main e W oods.

R a n g e l e y , Dec. 19, 1904.

The bunting season Just closed w^s
not very good at the last on account c f
the old snow. It was excellent walking,
but the snow was so very old that it w h s
noisy and it was impossible to distin
guish fresh tracks from the old ones.
There had been no fresh fall of scow
for about a week and the old tra:ts
were very abundant.
Where deer were plenty it was impos
sible to get along without stepping in
the paths that were crisp and noisy. In
a general way they were hunted the
same as they were on bare ground. J
E. Haley, D. E. Heywood, A1 Sprague
and Nate Albee were at Kennebano
three days the first of the week.
Sprague and Aibce each got a deer.
Haley ploked up a very fine pair of
eight-point antlers that had lately been
dropped, while Albee found one antler.
Heywood missed several deer tha: he

R a n g e l e y , Dec. 19 1904

A. H. Sprague of Rangeley has pur.
ohased the fox hound ‘ Sam” of Frank
Parker of Phillips. We do not know
how much he paid be:ause Sprague
won’ t tell and we haven’ t seen Parker
since he made the sale. We have it
upon good authority, however, that the
amount was large compared with the
price of the ordinary fox hound. W 9
are not surprised to learn that the price
was large because we have often heard
that “ Sam” is a dandy on a fox track
aud as we have the word of J. W. Can
ton, Frank Parker and Ed KenniBton for
it we believe it. Sprague seems to be
well pleased. He went out and got a
nice fox on the first day.
Sprague would rather shoot a fox than
a deer and possibly he would lose a
moose for the sake of shooting a silver
eray or a black fox but what he wants
to shoot most is a b ar, a real old state

shot at and did not find any antlers.

of Maine black bear and he’ s looking for
John Holman of Weld has been camp one every time he goes into the woods.
ing and hunting with Elmer Snowman
E. B. Whorff, proprietor of the Qqunsat Spotted mountain. They were at soc House, Rangeley, and Dead River
Eennebago two days.
Pond Camps, occasionally reminds
Bernard Moulton of Bangor was in Ma in e W oods that he will run the camps
town a few days last week. He and hi next season. He is having a good win
brother Sam hunted with B9n Giles at ter’ s business at the Oquossoc House.
the camp beyond Loon lake. They saw Among those who registered there dur
many deer but did not shoot any. Sam ing the past few days were: E Gibbons,
took a nice buck home with him that he Portland, Percy W Kinne, W. B. Berry,
Boston ; Louis C. Ewer, New York; C.
got on a previous hunt.
C. Files, Portland; D. W. Webber, Lew
A1 Sprague was in Phillips on Thurs iston; J. Myers, Gardiner; J. V. Tucker,
day and bought a fox hound of Frank Rumford Falls; A. D. Hall, Boston; E.
Parker. The next day he went hunting H. Grose, Hotel Blanchard; H. A. Dar
from Rangeley and shot a fox. Foxes ling, Brunswick; L C. Husband, New
are very pleaty this year. In the woods York; Ed Grant, Jacob
McKinnon,
their tracks are neariy as numerous as Rangeley.
those of deer, which is a pretty stro g
statement.
D. E. H e y w o o d .

York County News.
Strong Sporting.
Special correspondence to Main e W oods.
S t r o n g , Dec. 19, 1904.
C. E. Dyer and Mrs. F. L. Dyer nave
returned from a trip to Alder stream
hunting, where they have been the
guests of Mr. G. B. Page of Lawrence,
Newhall & Page. Mr. Dyer got two
handsome deer and Mrs. Dyer a fine
buck. Mr. Page was not so fortunate,
however, as he failed to get a deer.

Messrs. P. D. Stuol>3. Mr. Bolster,
Arthur Tucker, J. H. Gilkey, Mr. Flood
and Diah Sveet have returnei from a
trip to Carrabassett hunting. No large
game ieoord was made but one and all
report a very pleasant trip. One feature
of the camp life was the bugle calls,
sounded by Mr. Bolster by special re
quest of Mr. Gilkey. It was also planned
to form a bachelors’ club on the trip,
but at the last moment it was discovered
that married men were in the party.

Companions to the Man Who Was
Lost In the Woods.
Bluejays never go south but stay here
during the coldest winters. It is said
they live to be 100 years old. Very few
people have ever seen their nests or
young. They can sing a doz?n different
tunes. I never kill them for they once
saved my life. I had been lost in the
woods far two days. Night was coming
and it began to snow.
I built a bough camp and while get
ting wood out a hollow stub. When I
split it open I found four bluejays and
about a bushel of bread and meat. I
built a fire aud ate a peck of the provi
sions.
The jays did not g o away but came up
to the fire and appeared to enjoy the
beat. My feet were cold and I com
menced to dance to warm them. Then
the birds Bang the prettiest jig tune I
ever beard.
The storm lasted 24 hours; when it
was over I climbed a tall pine, but I
came down mad as a wet hen; I bad dis
covered the lumber camp about 15 rods
distant. —Fx hange.

Special correspondence to Maine W oods .
K e n n e b u n k , Dec. 19, 1904.
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B1C SEASON EOll MOOSE.

More Than Ever Before.
The big game animals of Washington
county are now safe from the bullets of
all true sportsmen until the open season
of 1905 and will roam their favorite
haunts unmolested by man until the
laws of the wise men again permit of
their killing. While the season just
ended has boen in the main a good one,
it is thought that when the reoords are
completed it will be found that fewer
deer have been killed in Washington
county than during the previous year,
when conditions for hunting were more
favorable.
While fewer deer were undoubtedly
killed during the past season the num
ber of moose slain was great t than ever
before in the history of this section of
the state, at least. These big fellows
were reported as being plentiful in all
seotions of the county before the season
opened and, contrary to expectations,
they were found to be equally numerous
when the time during which they could
be legally taken arrived. So many of
these big fellows were sent to the Bos
ton market from Washington and other
counties that the markets became glut
ted with their flesh, resulting in a rapid
decline in value until, at the latter end
of the season, moose meat sold at a
ridiculously low figure and the profit
derived from the trip to Boston with
his game was not particularly gratifying
to the hunter.
There was comparatively little poach
ing in Washington county this year ow
ing to the vigilance of Warden Ross and
his deputies, and only one case of “ mis
taken for a deer” was reported which,
fortunately did not result very seriously,
although the victim had a narrow es
cape. Even this case cannot justly be
classed under the mistaken for a deer
heading as both hunters declare that the
affair was purely accidental.
During the winter seasou a close watch
will be kept by Warden Ross and his
deputies throughout the country to pre
vent poachers from carrying on their
depredations upon the helpless deer and
moose in the “ yards,” so that when
open time again comes around an abun
dance of game may be held out as an
inducement to sportsmen in other states
who have not yet tried their luck in the
best
mting and fishiug section of the
greatest game state in the union.

getting away from the hunter who had
wounded him.
The big bull had ev'dently been only
sligUtly wounded and had gone off so
fast after being shot that the hunter
gave up hope of Ids being wounded and
abandoned the chase. The moose man
aged to get where Mr. Rollins found him
and there laid down to rest and died
fiom loss of blood, as probably many
moose and deer have done before and
since. Mr. Rollins removed the antlers
and brought them borne with him.
The autlers spread 55 inches and have
21 points with the palms well developed.
Through the middle of the palm on one
blade is a bole about the size of a nickel,
made by a bullet striking from in front
and marring the beauty of the antlers
though rendering them more interesting
to look upon. Mr. Rollins left the antlt>rs at the,S. L. Crosby Co., tax:derraist shop. The Crosby company will
furnish a skull and scalp f o : the antlers
and when set up the head should be a
beauty.
J. Bert Baxter & Co. received a rather
remarkable deer head at their taxider
mist shop Friday. The head is that of a
good sized doe aud the remarkable thing
about it is the head is adorned with a
set of well developed autlers having four
prongs. A doe with horns is not an un
common sight, but the horns are usually
mere spikes and it is seldom that they
reach such a development as these. The
horns found on does are usually in vel
vet also, but in this case the velvet has
disappeared and the autlers are as free
from covering as those cf a fall grown
buck.— Bangor Commercial.

W rite or prices.

H. IVI. B A R R E T T , W e l d , M e .
Builder of FINE CEDAR BOATS.
„
Write for price list and descriptive
Catalogue.

the deer and other times the deer is his
because he paid good money for it but
whatever the case he has the deer to
show for it and it is for his friends to
find out whether or not he shot the
animal.
The S. L. Crosby Co. shipped several
moose and caribou heads to Germany a
week ago_Thursday. The heads went
via New York, their owners hailing
mostly from Brooklyn. The animals
were shot in New Brunswick and New
found and and the heads left at the
Crosby company for mounting. The
heads were enclosed in large boxes and
tbe boxes covered with wire screening
to protect the contents from the rats on
shipboard. Many of the wealthy Ger
man residents of New York and Brook
lyn are great hunters aud aunualiy get a
number of fine heads which they are
now sending as Christmas gifts to friends
in tbe Fatherland.
Many of the bucks brought down
have shed their antlers.
There are
plenty of big heads still to be had but
many hunters have been robbed of a
good trophy of their hunting trip by the
sheading of the animal’ s antlers before
the close of the season. Old hunters
say it is the usual thing for caribou and
moose to shad their antlers early in the
winter but that deer usually keep their
headdress a little longer. —Bangor News.
FURS bought for cash. I make SnowCall on or write for prices. C S
RL.AWshoes.
Rangeley, Ma ne,
hx

More Moose

Than In Pre?ious

Ha r n d k n ,

Years.

There are two very good reasons why
the season of 1903 was greater than 1904
in the number of deer shot; 1904 is pres
idential year and this fact alone was the
cause of many absences from the state
by its regular hunters, who remained at
home to vote. The last few weeks have
been very poor for hunting, as there has
b^ea a heavy crust and it has been next
to
impossible to
move noiselessly
through the woods.
It was thought at the opening of tbe
season that the moose were more plenti
ful to a large extent than last season.
1
One of the fiaesi sets of moose autlers Although 1904 gives us more moose
seen in Bangor for many a day was than 1903, the margin is not large
brought to the city Friday and the ant- enough to cause much discussion.

Will Stackpole and Allie Herson of
Lebanon Centre shot four foxes and five
rabbit- in a day’s shooting one day last
week.
Moses H. Libby of Sanford returned
Friday from “ down in Maine” with a
tine buck. Saturday C. H. Norwell
came home with two dandy bucks.
Sanford hunters have had excellent sue- 1
cess this season.
Arthur D. Murphy of Biddeford lost
one of his valuable hounds while hunt
ing 'n Lyman one day laet week.
H. D. Philbrick made a record catch
of 2,200 pounds of haddcck as a result
of Thursday mornings’ fishing trip in
his steamer.
The Ogunquit correspondent of the
Biddeford Journal states that “ George
Stevens’ s son caught two otter recently,
which is quite unusual for this vicin
ity.”
While L. F. Lander lately was survey
ing upon Square Pond island in Shapleigh he ran onto an oldtime relic partly
buried in the sand. It is supposed to
be an old log dug out for a boat that
Uncles “ Bill Bragdon atd Parker Web
ber” used for catching those big pick
HOW HAVE THE
erel which they used to bring home.
The fish were so plenty they could get
■■
v-- ■ ---- —_____1
- —- --——all their families wanted to eat and have
a lot to throw away to the pigs and use lers came from the head of a Maine
for a fertilizer. Uucle Parker, as they moose, too. It is right to say, came
used to call him, was au old fisherman from the head of a moose, for tbe ant
before he came to Sbapleigh from Kit- lers were not attached to the skull of
tery. He followed the business at New the animal when they were brought to
foundland banks and often would catch Bangor. The antlers were the property
a swimming Hampton boat load In one of F. E. Rollins of Sangerville and they
day.
W i n c h e s t e r R e p e a t e r . ^ were obtained in a most unusual man
ner.
Mr. Rollins and a friend were out in
Fur Buyer.
the woods and the wind brought to their
Ralph E. Dean of Lawrenceville, N. Y. nostrils the odor of decaying flesh.
prints his prices for furs In M a in e They thought it was probably a cow
W oods this week. Mr. Dean also gives moose that somebody had killed and
good references for the benefit of those left In the woods, but investigation
of the M a i n e W oods .readers who do showed the hunters an antlered monarch
not know him. His advertisement is of of the forest lying where he had fallen
atter using the last of his strength in
interest.

A. S. ARNBURG, Rangeley, Maine.
Builder of Rangeley Boats.

A BAR CAIN
For sale or ex< ha nge Steam Launch 49x13
Copper fastened hull, Roberts tubular boiler,
Althonse engine, built. 1901, In A 1 condition,
capacity 3i passengers, under government
licens", cost $8,500, suitable for lake or trans
portation. Will take any’reas nabie offer of.
land or cash.
CHARLES TIGHE,
55 Vesey St., New York City.

....F IS H IN C RODS....
New Store on Rangeley Lake House Grounds
Call aud see my line of Rangeley Wood
and Split Bamboo Rods.

E. T .
Rangeley.
THE

HOAR.
Maine.

RANCELEY

STUDIO.

Developing, printing, souvenir views etc
j Amateurs can have heir work promptly at
tended to by the most approved methods
] Orders by rnaii solicited. I want to call the
; attention of hotel and camp proprietors to
I the fact that I am always ready to do vtewI ing and outside w<. rk o f all kinds. Telephone
connections.

F. H. H A i n , Prop’r., R angeley, Me
Range’ey Studio.

ISportsm an’s
Information
Free
MIGHTY FALLEN.

M A I N E ’S

information

concerning

HI N T IN G and F IS H -

IN G R E G I O N S ; descr:ptive circu
There is quite a wide discrepancy in
the figures, but the figures given here
are from the actual way bills in the va
rious trains and are "as nearly accurate
a3 it is possible to have them. T hurs
day’ s reoeipts give five moose, with the
aid of which 1904 passes toe previous
season in point of numbers. Taking all
facts into consideration, the poor hunt
ing weather and the Presidential elec
tion, 1904 was more than a fair se&Bon.
It was a good one.
There were very few nonresident
hunters among the last returning sports
men, but occasionally a Massachusetts
man came along with a fat deer which
he was taking home to show his friends.
Sometimes he is the original owner of

lar* of hotels,

camps

and

summer

resert'-- ol all k.nds, tim e-tables,
of guides, etc., can be obtained

list
free

Dy addressing

Maine Woods Information Bureau,
Phillips. Main'*.

M A IN E W O O D S
The Fish and Game authority of
all North Maine. $' oc a year.

M AINE
SPORTSM ENS

S U P P L IE S .

S P O R T S M E N ’S

S U P P L IE S .

WOODS,

DECEMBER

23,

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S .

1804

3

S P O R T S M E N S S U P P L IE S .

15 THE B R A N D
OF

^

AMMUNITION
W H ic H H as a tta in e d P o p u la r ity
To

users o f “ Infallible,”

‘ E. C.” and

ijt

B E C A U S E O F S U P E R IO R IT Y .

to be found but amateurs cannot bring
home any game unless they have ex
perienced guides.
At The Dyke, near the mouth of the
Presumpscot, Whitney’s shooting camp is
popular and many gunners here prefer
that locality when after birds. It was
near this part of the bay that the great
flock of ducks and sea birds settled down
during the ex essively cold weather last
winter when they were fed by Portland
men who feared they would starve.—
Portland Press.

“ Schultze,” The Laflin & Rand Powder Co.
Manufactured

One man, one gun,
Shot at deer;
See him run!
Clean miss,
Fourteen shots.
--------------- gun
Ever was bought.

lay

desires to express its best wishes for a joyou s
U N I T E D S T A T E S C A R T R I D G E C O .,

Christmas and a m ost prosperous New Year.

the conditions did not

The Shipment Figures.
Since the first of October the woods
have resounded to the popping of rifles
which in some sections have been so nu
tnerous as to sound like an infantry
skirmish and in that time the census fig
ures of tbe deer population in Maine
have been decreased by several thousand
—just how many thousand nobody is
quite sure but surely 8,COO at the small'
est.
The results of the season have hardly
been what was expected they would be

improve, for

there was not enough of it to cover the
fallen leaves which were knee deep on
the ground and when heavier snow came
it formed a crust through whioh the
hunters sank and made noise enough to
be heard a mile away by any deer whose
senses were in good condition.
The deer were net found in the old
haunts where hundreds and thousands
o their brothers and sisters and cousins
and all other relations had been killed
in previous seasons. Some localities in

LO W ELL.

M A S S .,

U.

S.

A.

Same man, sau e gun
Shot at deer.
He aidn’t ru n !
Broke his neck
First shot.
Finest gun
Ever was bought.

of 298 deer and a gain of three moose.
SHOOTING ALONG SHORE.
The figures of tbe Bangor <& Aroostook
railroad up to Deo. 1 were 2,909 deer
and 168 moose, a loss of 259 deer aud 22 Season Closed l)ec. 1 and Has
P. W. G.
moose over those of 1908.
Ker n a Good One.
The shooting season as regards birds
The figures of the Bangor & Aroostook are compiled from the reports of is over, dose time beginning Dec. I. It
W ANTS, FO R SALE, ETC.
the station agents and are as near cor has been fully up to the average in Casco
Price
i cent a word each inser
rect as it is possible to have them. The bay and along the Cape shore, so
tion.
Cash
with order.
balance of the game shipments ars those the hunters report.
Birds have been
whieh are shipped over the Maine Cen plentiful and success has attended the
tral aud Washington County roads and Nimrods’ efforts.
W ANTS.
the only way to get at these figures is
While the entire coast of Maine is a re
ANTED. Gocd chance l o r taxidermist.
through the express lists. The game sort for birds in the spring and fall, no
One that can mount moose and dee*
will continue to be brought down fora shore is more convenient for gunners heads. Write to 'VB, We it z e l , Grand
Rapids, Minnesota, Box 79.
week or more after the close of the sea
than from Portland harbor, thence west
ANTED. Several brar cubs m g o o d
son, but it is not likely that these fig
condition.
State weight, age
erly. This fact brings hundreds of and healthy
lowest ca^h price when answering. Ad
ures will be changed very much by the
sportsmen down this way from other dress Geo . b . Maclean , lev Milam St., Hous
late ariivals.
ton, Texas.
states, especially to this city and the
The season has been dull for the ward hotels that are 1ept open, notably PillsANTED. One good foxhound, 1$ years old.
Price $10.00. W. E. DENNY, Franklin, N.
ens at the Bangor station and they have
bury’s at Pine Point.
AMP TO LET.
Furnished hunting camp
had little to do in tbe way of stopping
Mr. Pillsbury reports that there have
torrent. No be>ter country for big deer
Illegally shipped game. In previous
in
Maine.
Camps
accommodate large
b en birds enough for all who have come party. FRANK CuiCK,will
Franklin Co., Madrid,
seasons there was seldom a week when
Maine.
after them this fall and no shooting acci
several seizures of gamebirds or venison
dents have marred the season, as have
being shipped thr >ugh illegally were
FO R SALE.
been the case with the deer hunters in
not made. This fall very few seizures of
the
Maine
woods.
OR SALE—Five male, two female, full
game have been made and they were for
blooded bull terrier pups. For prices ad
Along the shore, from Trundy’s reef, dress,
O. W. W illiam son , New Portland, Me
tbe most part confined to small bags of
partridges or a de-r whioh was in tran beyond Pond Cove, Back cove, near the
OR SALE—In the Rangeley Lake region ot
Maine—A tine camp, fully furnished, ice
sit now aud then, unaccompanied by its Two Lights, at Kinney’s po nt, and out
house (tilled.)"store house and boat house;
owner or without any mark of identifi at Richmond’s island and the breakwater power launch, boats, cano-s, eic., etc. Best
in •he section Will be sold at a bar
the runners have been deplo>ed for sev location
cation.
gain. For par. iculars. etc., address Ch a s . T,
Beeb e , New L ndon, Conn.
eral
weeks.
Teal
come
first,
in
Septem
The days are past when partridges and
OR SALE Tbe most convenient, the best
ducks were shipped through by the doz ber They are hostile to cold weather
lo ated private camps in the Rangeley
en, packed in tf e middle of barrels of and get south before the frosts are heavy Lakes’ region. Running ater hot and cold.
Three
camps joi ed. Furnished complete;
c ams,-in sugar buckets and every con in Maine. There a e successors, in the nothing more comfortable. Will accommodate
tweive
guest with single bed for each A c
ceivable mauner calculated to deceive form of black ducks, shelldrake, geese, commodations
for - ix guides and camp for
man
and
wife to care for grounds and build
eider
ducks,
coots,
old
squaws,
mallards,
the wardens and get the game to the
ings. Ice house tilled and other outhouses
ready purchaser at the big metropolitan widgeons and the like.
necessary
Address HENRY H. R oklofs ,
markets. The men who once did this
These are all good eating and the game Philadelphia, Pa.
a s o l e n e l a u n c h f o r s a l e —Anew first
illegal shipping as a business and made laws protect only the teal and black duck
class gasolene Launch built May last, by
big money at it are out of the business and the partridges, which are distinctive Thomas Sione of Swanipscott, Mass., was on
exhibition at Horticultural Hall at Automobile
now and tbe wardens are relieved ly shore birds
Guuners use a ten gauge Show, used only two weeks. 20 f'. long, 4 ft. g
from the midnight vigils they used to shot gun and set decoys for the ducks in. wide, Sagamore Engine 2X horse power, 3
blade propeller, decss finished in mahoga iy,
keep when Bangor was the center of an and geese. Coots and old squaws, salt bras- rails, oak finish, canvas cover batteries,
oars and tools, erice $356. N-1 cash F.
organized gang of these breakers cf tbe water birds, may be shot at all seasons ciadie
O. B. Greenville, Me. Can be seen at Camp
Wanmbeck, Sugar Isla 'd , Moosehead Lake,
game laws. —Bangor Commercial.
but the protected birds are g ven a respite Maine, after Aug. 22d or communicate w i'h
Geo. H. Rimbach, Prop. Crawford
by law except one month in the spring owner,
House, Boston. Mass., only reason for selling
is, that a larger boat is desired.
and three in the fall.
Deer Crossed Lawn.
OTEL FOR SALE.—During the past winter
J. C. Jordan of this city, who owns
and spring we had letters from several
A few days before the close of the Stratton island, will not allow hunters on hotel men who wanted information in regard
to paying hi>tel prop rty that could be puropen season four does and a buck came his land and the result is that the birds ( chased.
We couldiri name the right place
out of tbe woods and crossed tbe lawn have become accustomed to frequent the I then; i ow we cau. We know of a hotel that
can be bought at a low price considering its
at Bay of Naples Inn. The buck was shore and pond because they have capacity for earning money, and 'h e cost of
the hotel and siables. It is located better
brought down by Charles W. Proctor. learned they will not be molested
f -r making good money ad t*'© year
’round ihan any other hotel in the same
Among other successful hunters were
The Portland Gun club has an excel 1county.
We a 'e thorouL'hly conversant with
13. L. Wilker, one doe; Herbert Leavitt, lent hunting {.round and pond on the I the cond tions surrounding this very desirable hotel property and we solicit correstwo bucks; Cyrus Leach, ore buck; Cape shore beyond Bowery Beach !J pondencin regard to It. Address the J. W.
Mrs. Holden, one doe; Fred Treadwell, They use live decoys, ducks and geese ‘" r a c k * t t Co m p a n y , Phillips, Maine.
August. 9,1901.
doe aud buck; Frank Greene, one doe.
that have been tamed and their young
also. A system of trairing by Gould j
Roy Furoell of Wilton and a party Johnson, ihe keeper, has r suited in pro- j
from Farmington while hurting in Weld, ducing flocks of ducks and teese who j
recently killed two five poiut bucks and aid the gunners in getting the wild birds
a bear The b e a r w a s an old one and had into the pond and then within gun shot.
Dr. F. W . Huntington is an enthusi
but three legs, its right fore leg having
been taken off sometime close to tbe astic bird hunter and so is Harry Pierce.
body It was perfectly healed and There are numerous gunners along the
furred over showing that it bad been Cape shore as well as from this city who
frequent the resorts where the birds are
done a long while ago.
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TWO MAINE BEAUTIES.

at the beginning of the season. Tbe re
ports of summer campers and canoeists
indicated that deer and moose were
more plentiful in the Maine woods than
ever before and it was predicted that the
amount of game killed would be larger
than ever before. For some unknown
reason, perhaps because the campers
and canoeists were not accustomed to
the Maine woods in summer and were
unduly excited over the deer which so
familiarly placed themselves in theii
way, these great hordes of deer and
moose were not in evidence when the
hunting season opened.
The season opened with the woods
dry and the walking very noisy. These
conditions did not improve as the season
progressed. There weie frequent rain
storms which wet dowu the underbrush
and fallen leaves but the leaves fell from
the trees so fast that the wet leaves
were covered and the hunting was as
noisy as ever. Wuen the snow came
T A X I D E R M I S T S

0. E. HEYWOOD, Taxidermist,
Rangtiby, Maine.
Game heads and mammals mounted
early, also hides tanned. Write lor
circular.

-

M

I can please you.

E

Z

Z

O

.

-

G a m e a n d F ish m o u n t e d
in e v e r y k n o w n s ty le b y

N A S H O F M A IN E .
All Round Taxidermi st Norway anc
Haines Landing Mauie.

which the deer had previously been seen
in hundreds were almost depopulated,
while on the other hand deer were
found in large numbers where but few
had ever been seen before. The deer
had evidently migrated to better feeding
grounds or localities where they knew
they would be safer from the hunter’s
rifle and the hunters were forced to go
farther into the woods after their game
than ever before.
The time is past
when the hunter can step off at almost
any station along the B. & A. and get a
deer but this should not lead people in
to the mistake of saying there are no
deer to oe had. There are deer enougu
if the hunters only ^o in far enough for
them.
The moose were hard to get as well as
the deer. There were plenty of moose
signs and plenty of cows and young
bolls, but the matured bulls with the
big sutlers were missing, either gone or
so deep in the woods that the hunters
cuuld not find them. Notwithstanding
all this the hunters and guides who stay
in the woods all the year round say the
m o o s e aie increasing
and the hunters
will only have to wait a few years until
the present generation of bull calve
have become matured and the moose
busting in Maine will be wbat it was a
few years ago.
Notwithstanding all these hard con
rlitions which the hnnters had to con
tend with the figures of the game ship
ments do not show such a great loss in
comparison with thoseof previous years.
Up to D-c. 15 the closing day of the
reason in 1908, 4,567 deer and 217 moose
had been shipped through Bangor, being
represented on the express lists in the
bands of the game wardens at the Ban
gor station. Up to the present time
this season these shipments have been
4,259 deer aud 220 moose, showing a lose
m the shipments up to the present time

,WM. P. TOWNSEN OF WEST BUXTON, AND HIS 1904 CATCH OF FUR.
In regard to this catch Mr Townsend writes M a in e W oods as follows:

I have heard from all over the t tate and cannot find anyone that has caught
as much fur as I have. 1 am high catch in tha state uf Maine, If not io New Bugland. This catoh that I have photographs was taken here in a thickly settled
country with thirty fox traps and fortf mink traps, all in 24 days. I have the
bast method to trap fur bearing animals in tbe world I am sura.

M AINE
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MAINE WOODS,
P H IL L IP S , M A IN E .

J. W. BRACKETT, Editor and Manager.
CLARENCE E. CALDEN, Associate M’g’r.

$1.00 a Year.

M a i n e W oods solicits communications and
flsli and game photographs from it i readers
When ordering the address of your paper
changed, please give the old as w ell as new
address.
If you want it stopped, pay to date and say

so.

Maine Woods Information Bureau gives in 
formation on Summer Resorts and Fishing
and Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St.,
with Boston Home Journal.

B i l l e r i c a , M a s s ., N

jv .

28/1904.

Woods

FRID AY, DECEMBER 23, 1904.
A s u b s c r ib e r in South Manchester,
Conn., writes M a in e W oods as fo llo w s :
“ I have read your paper for two years.
As a result I have made two trips to
Maine. They have been the two best
vacation trips that I have had in years.
I am coming again ”

He Passed.

S P O R T S M E N ’S

23.

ASK FOR fr^e catalogue of Witch-Elk
Hunting Boots. They alwa\ s please. Witchell
Sons Si Co , Ltd., Detroit, MicL.

J o h n G. B a i l e y .

P h i l l i p s , Dec. 20. 1904.

To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I hev bin surprized (but not delited)
that a Tighter who has the acumen,
acutness and astuteness of our good
friend, Margin, should
invay agiust
bares. Rite hear I am going to offer a
propersition whiih I think will moat the
approval of meet people, to wit, which
meens viz., namely, etc.:
All bares dort to hev seme kind of
proteckshun put onto them. Sura say
bares eat sheep; troo, yet the oost of
these saim sheep pur annum is far less
than damaige dun by the dears, and we
awl know that we have a grate compen
sashun for this. What is it? The protecksbun of the dears brings in many
hunters, riteh hunters, who leeve their
munny behind and thus benefit the
farmers. Protecting the bares wood do
the saim thing. Again we also know
that the dear meat got by the farmers in
both open and tight times dubbly pays
for awl the damaige done by the dears.
This saim rool wood hold good if bares
were proteckted!

THE DuPONr

COM PANY

extends heartiest g o o d wishes
to its friends for a most joyful
Holiday Season.

:

DID Y O U

G O

H O T E L S A N D CAM PS.

EVER

H U N T I N G

B I L L Y S O U L E ’S ?
Ha in e s Landing:# ■ ^ a i n e .

FLY F I S H I N G
Every Day i i the se a so n
at

King and Bartlett Lake
and Spencet Stream Camps.
60,(F0 acres of fishing and hunting
preserve is controlled here. - Moose,
deer and small game are abundant.
Many brooks, lakes and ponds furnish
tty fishing, where trout and salmon
rise to the fly every day in the season.
Log cabins are situated on the different
lakes and ponds and twenty camps on
King and Bartlett lake furnish hos
pitality to the man who fishes and
shoots. For circulars and further in 
formation, address

THE
“ BALLED”

PARTRIDGES.

The forests, lakes, ponds and
streams, the camps and lodges,
guides, game and game law s er
Shooting, canoeing and, camera
the trreat wilderness.
•»
ted, 100 pages. Price 25o. w
taken. Address,
Ma in e W oons one year, $1.10.

Mrs. J. S. Freese Reglsterei Gnifle.
Riverton,

-

Maine.

parties

A u g u s t a House.

AT

Farmington, Maine, until May 15.

BY OEO. N. VAN DYKB.

Ask Maims Woods inform ation Burtsau
for circulars and particular#, FhilJir s

H O TELS A N D CAM PS.

HARRY M. PIERCE,
Spencer, Maine.

“ I was fishing Broad river the other
Peculiar Misfortune to the Young
day,” said the sun-browned traveler in
the blue oap, “ when suddenly I got—”
Birds In England.
But before he could go further as to
In certain distriots where the soil is
what he got the man with the green
exactly right (or rather exactly wrong)
fishing basket butted in. “ When I was
the partridges so carefullv preserved in
on Broad river I had a most amusing
England are likely to be attacked by a
experience,” he said. “ I had hired a
oeouliar misfortune known as “ balling.”
darky to take me out to a whiting drop
The word means simply that a partiidge
and hired another darky to take out
hatched out on a clay soil in wet weath.
my wife in another boat. We go hand
er may fiud mud adhering to its feet as
in hand through life, but I can’ t stand
it struggles along after the mother bird.
fishing with her.
“ I wis on the drop first and was get
ting some nibbles and a fe v strikes.
The ebb tide had turned and 1 was be
ginning to bring iu the whiting with an
occasional trout. Iu the north you call
the trout a weakfish and he is a pretty
strong fellow at that. Wuiie pulling
in a whiting I heard my wife yell:
“ ‘ Oh, Jim, you’ ve got my glasses in
your pocket. Bring them to me.’
“ ‘ No, I can’ t,’ I answered. Don’ t
you see I m busy. Throw your line
over and.I will hook them on.’
“ The line was thrown over and I tied
the spectacles on.
Before my wife
could pull back the spectacles a big
trout took the shining spectacles at a
bound. My wife was furious at losing
her spectacles and declared the day’ s j
pleasure had been spoiled. S »me half j
hour later I got a trout bite —it isn’ t so ,
strong a bite as he whiting -and I ;
could feel that he was a big fellow. As 1
I pulled him in 1 found tnat in some
way the trout bad puiled the spectacles
across his face and was eying me with a
mischievous expression.”
The man with the green fishing bas
ket stopped talking. There was silence
for a moment. Then he turned to the
J. M. DORR OF MEXICO, MAINE AND A BLACK BEAR THAT WAS ^HOT BY HIM ON
sun-brown traveler in the blue cap.
CARR MOUNTAIN ON NOV. 14, 1904.
“ I’ m afraid sir, I interrupted your
story. You said you were fish.ng that
same river.”
Now as regards apples I must own
Th s is a small beginning; but the
“ I was,” said the sun brown traveler that bares like them; but lc-.u sware chances are that the earth accumulates.
with the blue cap. “ But I pass,” he (solumly) that this fall I saw tor men Sometimes, indeed, the soil attached to
added with a sigh. —Selected.
cum out of a back orchard with b igs on the foot of a little partridge will in
thair shoulders; and too moar men, crease from a mere speck to a weight of
each
with a bag, going towards it Per several ounces. A writer in Badminton
Mystery
Surround iug Libby’s
haps these bags were full of beechnuts. says that the heaviest ball he ever knew
Death Solved.
I canno: tell and furthermoar solumuly weighed four ounce.-1, and the bird
The mystery surrounding the death of affirm I do not kuow who the men were. which carried it was only ha f its proper
David I^bby of Newport who was found
Let us hev proteckshun put over bares siz.-, altuough the rest of th£ covey were
dead Dec. 7 at Chester, where he was on and thus bring in moar hunters, munny full growu. The little creature could
'a hunting trip, was cleared up last Fri and prosperity to the farmers.
only move along iu a kind of flying
day when Herbert E. Griffin, aged 17,
N emo.
scramble, dragging the ball on the
years, upon being arrested by Sheriff
P. S. Iu compuling the cost of them ground.
Gilman aad Deputy Stevens, confessed apples pleas remember the crop and
The clay was baked as hard as a
that he did the shooting, having mis local prices this fall; ten sents per brick, so that it was no easy matter to
taken Libby for a deer. The boy was bushel wood be hy for them.
remove it. Finally it was soaked off,
arraigned before Trial Justice Weatherand then it became apparent that the
bee and was bound over to the Februaiy
Portland people say ducks are excep bird, without its accustomed ballast,
criminal terra of the Supreme court in
tionally th ck in the bay at the pr sent did not know how to fly. With every
the sum of $1,000. His father, a pros
time and they have become so tame that effort it tumbled head ever heels and
perous farmer, and a brother furnished
the upper harbor early in the morning learned the natural mode only after long
bonds.
holds hundreds of them. The steamers tryiDg.
The penalty fixed by a recently enact- j
The fate of a “ balled”
partridge
which go down the bay report that be
ed statute law is a fine of not more than j
tween M mkworfch’s island and Great which is not rescued by some kindly
$1,000 or imprisonment for not more j
Diamond early in the morning between hand Is a cruel one. Day by day the
than ten years, when the shooting is
400 and 500 ducks are swimming about burden grows heavier and the more the
committed carelessly or negligently.
and when the steamers approach they chick scrambles after its companions
Only one or two cases under this law
fly in a body further down the bay to the larger its burden becomes. Finally,
have been held for the grand jury.
ward the Falmouth shore. They remain it is no longer possible to move at all
The boy’ s desire in his fright at find
about the upper harbor early iu the and then the little thing can but give up
ing he had shot his companion was to
morning and through the night but in and die.
escape and avoid detection.
At first he
Naturalists say that this balling of
the daytime on account of so much go
denied all knowledge but while showing
birds is one of nature’ s provisions for
ing on they go further down the bay.
the officers the route over which he and
The other morning, when it was so scattering seeds. , It is easy to demon
Libby bad passed he broke down and
cold, they were all sitting on the water strate this and the “ answer comes true.”
related the story of the accident. The
with their heads under their wings. One experimenter scattered the earth
officers previously had learned that
The steamer was therefore able to get from a three-ounce ball over the top of
Griffin was seen to leave the woods in a
much nearer to them than at any other a pan of ordinary dirt, which had been
hurried manuer about the time of the
baked to destroy the seeds in it. Ten
time.
shooting and empty shells similar to
plants sprang up in due time and devel
those used in his rifle were found near
Ggmelanus of Maine. oped into seven varieties.—Tenth's
Companion.
the body.—Bangor News.
WHERE TO GO FISHING.

1904.

D IR E C T O R Y .

To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I enclose one dollar for which please
RA.NGELEY LAKE COTTAGE LOTS. Very
send me the M a in e W o o d s for one year. desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of
rt.
Rangeley Lake House, RangeI have j us t returned from a bunting ey,M.<>rBurrows,
J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.
trip in Maine at I O. Hunt’ s camp on
Sourduahunk stream, West Branch,
Penobscot river, where I got two deer
and one moose I have been there for
the last five years and have got three
moose, ten deer, one otter and one fox.
A good reoord, don’ t you think so?

“ Bares*’ and Apples.
This Edition o f Maine
5,550.

DECEMBER

CAMP SUPP IES for sportsmen, carefully
>pack d for transportation. Send for prices.
S. S. Pierce Co.,Tremont & Beacon sts., Boston.

Well Satisfied.

J. W . Brackett Company , Publishers.

Issued Weekly.

LEITtRS TO MAINE WOODS.

WOODS,

Headquarters for Senators, Represen‘atives and Committees.
Th e center of legislative activity
outside the State House.
Room#
are being engaged daily by leading
legislators. Now is the'time to en
gage headquarters for the opening
week.
Steam heat and electric light#
throughout. Call or write for terms.

H. E. CAPEN, Prop’ r.,
Augusta,

-

Me.

BLACK BROOK CAHPS.
222 Moose, Deer and Bears taken
here the past three seasons.
Terms only $ i .oo per day. Address
J. Q. HARLOW ,

W ILD ER N ESS

-

Dead R iver, Me.

BECKONS*

at this seas in of the year, and K1NEO is its gatew ay—COME! The
fishing in the world, big g ,me in plenty, a net work o f lakes and streams, a wild,
free, outdoor life m crisp pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions. We
ma^e a specialty of completely outfitting campers, canoeists, fishermen and
hunters. Write for information
THE MOUNT KINE J HOUSE, C. A. JUDKINS, Manager, Kineo, Maine.

HUNTER! TRADER! TRAPPER!
The only publication o f its kind in the
world. A Journal oLInformation for Hunt
ers, Trappers and Traders. Contains 64 or
more uages ea<-h month on the fo low ing:
Building Deadfalls, Setting Steel Traps. Bait
ing Traps, New Ways to Capture Sly Animals,
Night Hunting Dogs, Growing Ginseng, Lon
don Raw Fur Sales, R a sin g Skunk and
Other Animals, Letters from Old Hunters and
Trappers, etc.
Subscription, $1 a year; single copy, 10c.
Trial subscription, five months, only 25c.
Special offer, Ma i n e W oods and HunterTrader-Trapper both one year, §1.50
Address, HUNTER - TRADER - TRAPPER,
Gallipolis, OhiO|

Experience

TH E

STORY

OF

TH E

GUN,

Is Told for the First Tim e in

American
Small Arm s.
By Edward S. Farrow, Late United
States Army.

backed by the general law of average
proves that the first appearance of
an advertisement does not bring
business nor even create much curi
osity. It costs little to advertise :n
M aine W oods. A trial (one time)
insertion for business advert is", ng is
a waste of money. If you go in,stay
in and it will pay you. “ Keeping
everlastingly at it” is the only way
to success.
In continuity is strength. Jn dis
connection is failure. Few people
buy anything the first time they hear
about it. There is not a solitary
case where intermittent advertising
has brought returns compared with
that from continuous advertising—
that everlasting pounding awav at
the public day in and day out.

A s the author of “ Farrow’s Mili
tary Encyclopedia” “ Camping on
the trail,” “ West Point,” etc., Mr.
Farrow has long been recognized as
an authority upon all things pertain
ing to military matters. His latest
work, “ American Small Arms,* is
a veritable encyclopedia of knowlege
about the gun. It gives the com
plete history of all varieties of Small
Arms that have been made in the
United States since its settlement by
the Colonists, and its descriptive text
is profusely illustrated by diagrams
and models showing the progiess of
American Arms up to the present
day.
If you are interested in guns, if
you own a gun, you ever use a gun,
you cannot afford to be without, thi#
book. It is the only work of its kind
in the world
Price $5 00 sold only by subscrip
tion.

M A IN F * W „ Q D S ,
Phillips,

-

-

M A IN E

Maine.
Phillips,

Modern

Rifle C

W O O D S,

-

-

-

Maine.

F ires

am p

IN T H E

SI looting.
FROM

TH E

BY^E.

A M E R IC A N

S T A N D P O IN T
BY D R. W .

W ilderness

G

U lI S O N ,

is a standard work that is
much in demand.
Price fi.oo. Postage* ioc.
sale by
M A IN E W O O D S, Phillips,

W . BURT.

A book of valuable information
for campers and sportsmen with *n
account of travels and adventures in
wilds of Maine, New Brunswick
very and Canada.
Price $ i . io postpaid.
For
Cam p Fires in the Wildeme##
and M a in e W oods i year for $2.oc.
d d iu t.
Me.
M A IN E W O O D S ,
Phillips,

To Camp Owners.
Many

owners

of camps

who

had no camp news in our columns for a
long time past, if ever, would do well to
send us a little news about their people
We

would print

it and it would pay the camps well.

We

like to have mail sent to us as early as
Monday, for

the

current

week,

.

.

Maine.

have

M a i n e W oods regularly, but who have

and their attractions.

.

when

possible.

J. W. Bb a c k k t t Co.,

Phillips, Maine

Two Papers, $1.50.
M a in e W

oods

readers, who want

to subscribe for M a i n e W

oodsm an,

our weekly local paper, can have it

at 50 cents a year in addition to their
M a i n e W o o d s subscription. Thi#
make# both paper# cost only $1.50
a yea r.
M a in e W oods , Phillip#, Me.

M AINE
TRAPS AN D TR APPER S.

Hunters and
Trappers Attention.
I have not been in the fur business 40 years
but I am not to blame for that as I am not
that old. But below I think you will And
some prices that will interest you. I will pay
for prime well h an ded skins until Jan. 1st
as follow s; i e., for Maine, Canada and East
ern fur:
Mink, large, medium and small,
$4.75
Re - Fox,.la
large, medium and small,
3 75
Coon, lanre and medium,
1.50
Coon, small,
1.25
Skunk, black,
1.60
Skunk, J Stripe,
1.00
Skunk, lull Stripe,
50
You can see Unit on the mink and fox there
is no chance to skin you on the sort and I
will guarantee to give you the best sort on
skunk that you ever had. If you are a'raid
to trust me with your shipments send them
by express C. O. D. and I will give you the
prices that I quote.

RA! PH E DEAN,
Lawrenceville. St. Law. Co.

N. Y.

References, Wm. Hawley, postm aster: Fred
Shepard, State Grange Lecturer. Lawreneeville, N. Y., St. Law. Co.
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the opposite side of a stream. He found J3 S P O R T S M E N ’S
S P O R T S M E N ’S SUPPLIES.
the bridge washed away, but there was
a white birch tree that leaned far over
R an gei .ky , Deo 19, 1904.
One winter when Ben Giles and Jim 'he water, and from where he stood he
Wilcox were trapping and camping to thought he could drop from its top onto
gether they got a notion of playing the opposite bank.
He walked out on the smooth trunk
tricks on each other.
It began by Jim’ s putting a live rab till he reached the limbs, then got down
bit into bed with Ben who did uot turn and crawled more carefully. He had
out quite as early as Jim thought he iotteu well into the limbs and was be
ought to, Ben retaliated the very next ginning to see that after all it did not
day by having supper all ready for Jim reaoh quite across, when a root broke
md it dropped into the water and was
who came in late. The supper consist
ed of the conventional flapj».cks aud a wept down stream.
broiled owl that Ben said was a part
Contrary to what was expected, it did
ridge. After Jim had worked on the owl not continue going down but after sway
in the dim light for some time without ing several yards it rose from the water,
being able to detach any of it, he took it switched up stream, caught again in the
PETERS CARTRIDGES and LOADED SHELLS
near the light, and after a short exami water was again carried down to again
afford more real, genuine satisfaction, and give better aetu il results than those of
nation threw it at Ben.
c ring up and switch back again.
any other make. Peters Rifle and Pistol Ammunition is loaded with Semi-smoke
less powder, which insures unquestionable superiority over black powder goods.
In the absence of a more healthy menJim dropped among the branohes aud

Disciple of the Duck woods.

Special correspondence to Main e W oods .

f

Peters Sho' gun Ammunition includes SEVEN different shells, each the best of
its kind. Peters “ Ideals” were used by the winner of the Amateur Championship
State

W h y do ail
professional

THE

Trappers insist

PETERS

CAR TR ID G E

98 Chamber St.,
T. H- Keller, Manager.

on having the

COMPANY,

C i n c i n n a t i , U. S. A.

Newhouse Trap ?
They

want

Fur.
Address for free Catalog,

O N EID A

COM M U N ITY,

O n ei d a, N. Y .
Send 25 cents for The Trapper’s
Guide by S. Newhouse, telling how
to catch all fur bearing animals and
cure their skins, with complete direc
tions how to live in the woods.

THE BROWN TAI L MOTH.
Maine Entomologist Again Visits
Kittery.*

Hood Waters, shooting “ Infallible,” for
1st general average, 127 out of 150. Max
Miller of Felton, Pa., 2d amateur aver
age, 114 out of 150, shooting DuPont.
A. M. Seitz of Glen Rock, Pa., 8d amiture average, 94 out of 150, shooting infallible.
Canton, Ohio, December lltb , Chas,
G. Spencer, 1st general average, 118 oat
120, shooting DuPont. J. A. Bradley of
Akron, Ohio, and Lon Fisher of Hebron,
Ohio, tied for 1st amateur and 2d gener
al average, 110 out of 120, shooting Du
Pont. C.O. LeCompte, 3d general aver
age, 104 out of 120, shooting infallible.
H. A Galt of Barberton, Ohio, 2d ama
teur average, 102 out of 120, shooting
DuPont. L. Pullman of Barberton,
Ohio, 3d amateur average, 99 out of 120,
shooting Infallible.
Jacksonville, 111., December 22d and
23, G. T. Hall, of Loami, 111., 1st gener
al and 1st amateur average, 371 out of
400, shooting DuPont. F. C. Riehl of
AU od, 111., 2d general average, 368 out
of 400, shooting E. C. H. W. Cadwallader of Decatur, 111., 3d general average,
367 out of 4C0, shooting E. C. Tom
stoner of Mt. Zion, 111., 2d amateur av
erage, 860 out of 4C0, shooting Infallible.
Averages Reported.
Buffalo, N. Y., December 24tb, J. A.
St. Thomas, Out., Jack Hartly of St.
R. Elliott, 1st general average, 117 out
Thomas, Out., won the ten bird shoot
of 140, shooting Schultze. * C. W. Hart
killing ten straight, aud on the following
of Buffalo, 1st amateur average and 2d
day won high average in the Canadian
general average, 115 out of 130, shoot
Championship handicap, killing twenty
ing DuPont. F. S. Masos of Olean, N.
birds stra'ght, winning first money, the
Y , 2d amateur and 3J general average,
Canadian Championship and the gold
106 out of 130, shooting DuPont. Gil
watch. There are twenty two competi
bert Dietzer of Buffalo, 8u amateur av
tors in the event composed of the star
erage, s h o o t i D g Infallible.
shots of Canada, aud Hartly made the
I In the recent Nov. Kentucky Handionly clean score, shooting
drams of
j c a p an annual affair of Kentucky Gun
DuPont Smokeless.
I Club, Louisville, Mr. W. A. Fawcett of
Salina, Kansas, December 7th and 8th,
I Bard-town, Ky,, divided first money
Fred Gilbert, 1st general average, 389
$140 with Dr. Duncan, both killing the
out of 400, shooting D iP on t.
number alloted, viz; 2-"> straight, live
Glen Rock, Pa., December 81b, C. T birds, using 2^ drams DuPont Smokeless
Grove of Felton, Pa , 1st amateur aver in a 20 gauge gun This was the only
age, shooting DuPont, ard tied with 20 gu*ge guu used, 21 entries.

goin’ to cut it,” said Ben again raising
his ax.
“ Ben, I’ ll break your --------- neck if
you cut that” —
‘There, there,” exclaimed Ben, “ now
you say that over again. We’ ll see now
who gets moccasined legged tonight.
Well, hang on, here she goes,” said Ben,
beginning to chop.
“ Let up, let up, I say!” screamed Jim
but Ben only chopped the faster and
after a few well directed blows the top
fell in the water and Jim was half cov
j
ered. It swung down with the current
:and the break splintered aud split while
JA N U A R Y
1905 i
1905
Ben run down the shore to a point oppo
site where Jim would land if the splin
4
5
1
6
7
I ] 2
•3
ters held. He waited till he saw Jim
d> i 9
1 0 1 1 1 2 11 3 1 4
safely on the botton, then seizing his ax
1 3 1 6 1 .1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 2 1
and rifle he lun for the camp, calling
2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 i/2 6 i 2 7 2 8 v
back, “ never mind the cold, I’ ll warm
•-Y- : - T ■>t f r
29 30 31
you up enough when jo u get iu.”
I think both Ben and Jim cured each
other
of most of their bad habits that
To any of our readers wno desire a copy of the above calendar, one will be
D. E. H e y w o o d .
mailed free of charge while the supply lasts if they will mention M a i n e W oods winter.
in their application. The above can be obtained by addressing the Harrington &
Richardson Arms Co., Worcester, Mass.

The results of the in v e stig a t.O D whioh
is being conducted by Miss Edith M.
Patch, the entomologist at the Univer
sity of Maine, regarding the brown tail
moth, reveals the fact that the presence
of this peat in the state has reached
alarming proportions and that during
the past year it has established itse f in
some sections of the state to an extent
that is almost beyond conception.
tal occupation thiDgs went from bad to clung to them for life, while the tree
During the summer months reports worse, till they both saw the need of continued to sway to and fro like the
began to come in regarding the suspect some moral force.
pendulum of a clook. Where the per
ed presence of the moths at some of the
So they agreed to the following rule. formance would end, Jim had no means
ports along the lines of the st ameri That, whenever one used a profane or a of knowing and it required all hiB time
running from Boston to Bangor and vulgar word, he should be punished by and energy to keep from being thrown
other places along the coast. Later it the other, by standing on all fours on off into the water. After a little prac
was reported that the moths had been the camp floor, and letting the other tice and acquaintance with the motion
found in Pittston. The latest discovery strike him a blow with the leg cf a he held his perch with much less diffi
to be reported is the town of Farming- moccasin. To this they both agreed culty but to climb back over the smooth
dale and as both towns are on the banks each thinking the other would get the t r u L k while acting as it did was out of
of the Kennebec river it is not at all un worst of it.
the question.
likely that the moths should be brought
All went well for a day or two, till
Ben returned to camp, having finished
into this district by the Boston steamers Ben came into camp somqwhat excited,
his morniDg task and not finding Jim
as it is thought that they were on the and began to tell of a big buck he had
there, waited a short time for him and
Boston and Bangor route.
shot at and missed that afternoon. He <heu deciding that something was delay
The investigation which, Miss Patch was sayirg “ I knew he had got wind of
ing him, he took an ax and rifle and
is now making is very prolific in the me and was goin’ in a second, so I
started on his trail to investigate.
number of nests found and to use her diawed head on what I could see of his
When Ben came to the river bank and
own words, the infestation during the backbone and cut loose, and away went
saw the situation he stood looking about
past season has been amazing.
that—great buck to—off down over the
During the latter part of November ridge, and I shouldered my rifle and” — him in an unconcerned manner. The
Miss Patch visited the region around “ Hold on there” said Jim, “ You say experience with the moccasin leg was
yet fresh in his memory.
Kittery and in the Kittery-York-Kliot that over again.”
“ Get me out of this scrape,” shouted
tria gle, a distance of about 35 square
“ Say what over again?” "Say —
J im.
miles, she found the nests very numer Where did you say he went to?”
Jim had been on the birch about two
ous. In Kittery, even the wild rose
“ I didn’ t say where he went to, I
bushes were covered with nests. They don’ t know where he went. —Off into hours and at each dip a few drops of
were so numerous that although huud the woods I suppose. The smile had water splashed on him so by this time
reds had been destroyed one would won faded from Ben’ s face and he began to he was thoroughly drenched. The exer
cise of 1olding on, however, kept him
der if any had been cut out.
look scared.
from suffering much from cold.
On the occasion of a visit to Kittery
“ Yes you d id —you swore, that’s what
“ How do you s’ pose I’m goin’ to get
last March Miss Patch, in walking a dis ycu done, aud after supper I ’ ll teach
tance cf about two miles from Kittery, you that we are going to have some or you out of it?” asked Ben.
“ Fall another tree—do anything—I’ m
along the Eliot Road, was unable to find der in this camp,” said Jim fiercely.
getting tired of this nonsense,” said Jim
a single nest, although she searched
The supper was eaten in silence, and
carefully every app’e and wild cherry when the dishes and all were put away desperately.
“ T ’ wont do no good to fall trees,”
tree, but now, for the entire distance, it Jim drew his stool near the fire and
is so infested that the nests can readily pulling off a moccasin proceeded to said Ben, “ I might fall it on you.”
“ Well, build a raft or get a rope or do
be seen from the car windows. The warm the leg of it before the fire.
nests are all of this year’ s growth and When it was warm he stretched it until something, I don’ t care, only get me
during the search but one last year’s it was limber and smooth, then turned ashore some way, I can’ t hold on here
all day.”
nest was discovered.
to Ben and asked “ Have you anything
Ben looked up and down stream and
On Wednesday Miss Patch visited the to say why sentence should not be
began to grin as a thought came to him.
farm of William S. Grant, in Farming- passed upon you?”
He stood his rifle against a tree and
dale and on examining some of his trees
In answer Ben gave him a look of de
found several nests which she cut off. fiance, and turning around bent over t .11 walked to the foot of the birch.
“ Hold on chore!” shouted Jim, “ what
From the investigation thus fai conduct the palms of hiB hands rested squarely
ed by MiBS Patch it appears that the upon the floor without bending his you going to do?”
“ Goin’ to chop it off, of course,” an
State, or the southerly portion of it, at knees a particle.
swered Ben.
least, is infested by the brown tail and
Jim stepped back beside him and
“ Don’t you chop that off, I ’ ll kill you
that a crueade will have to be establish gripping the moccasin firmly in both
ed against it, as there has been against hands, he raised himself on tiptoe and if you do.”
“ What do you expect me to do, walk
the gypsy moth in Massachusetts. — Port after making two or three feints to get
out there and lug you ashore on my
land Press.
up muscle, drew a long breath and back?”
brought the moccasin with a report like
“ I’ ll go into the river if you out it—
a rifle.
Hi there, quit I tell you!” he screamed
Ben was started ahead several feet,
as Ben raised his ax.
then he straightened up vsjth a groan.
“ Can’ t you swim?” asked Ben looking
His lips moved, and he was very red in
at him in surprise.
Our readers are requested to send us
the face, but he said nothing.
“ Well, I don’ t want to this morning.
h unting stories. There are plenty of
That settled that sort of thing for a
You go fall another tree to braoe this
____ __
things to write us. Tell us where you time.
The calendar shown above was issued by the Peters Cartridge company and
one so it will stop wiggling, so I can get
The spring thawing had raised the
go and what you see. Address,
they will send one free to Maine W o o :s readers for the asking. Address The
ashore.”
stream quite a lot, and one morning Jim
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Maine.
“ O pshaw! what good’ ll that do? I’ m Peters Cartridge Co., 98 Chambers street, New York.
started t;o go to some traps that were on

TRADE NOTES.

SEND US HUNTING STORIES
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Deceitful Perhaps.

Wary This Year.

Special correspondence to Main e W oods .

Special correspondence to Main e W oods .

R a n g e l e y , Deo. 19, 1904.

To those who go for recreation from
the orowded cities to the quiet baokwoods, the contrast of life is so great as
to be almost intoxicating. To those
who love nature, the still forest and bal
■am ladened air, with the open camp
fire and primitive method of doing
things, will often cause them to look
with disgust on some of the things as
done in higher and more modern life.
“ Do you know why I like this sort of
thing?” asked a sportsman of h s guide,
as they were sitting by the oampfire one
evening. “ It is because if I was at
home tonight I should probably have to
go to some social entertainment such as
I do not care a snap for. I would be
tired and half sick with my days’ work,
but social etiquette would demand my
presenoe there. I would have a head
ache all the time and put in a wretched
evening and be glad when it was over.
A t the door I would have to bid the
hostess a pleasant good night and tell

Str o n g , Dec 14, 1904.
Local hunters say the rabbit is a very
wary “ bird” this winter. They go out,
see lots of tracks, get thoroughly excit
e d -a n d then sometimes return minus
t e festive rabbit. However, to be se
rious, always nse a dog when hunting
rabbits. They—the d ogs-sa ve you
lota of labor by “ fielding” the rabbit in
yonr direction and you shoot him when
he comes around the corner. Some
times a rabbit is not killed outright and
then bunny sits up on his haunches and
cries like a baby. It is said that the
hunter, when this happens, sometimes
feels badly also.
In winter the rabbit makes large
tracks in tee snow, and makes lots of
’ em, too, in the thiok swamps and
woods. In the early days of our coun
try’ s history snaring rabbits was a fa
vorlte pastime with the youth of the ooi
onies. They made a suare that sprang
up in an unexpected manner at the right
moment and that night there was rabbit

WOODS,
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Record o f a Ur“ *f Brood Rare. a scrub mare for a brood mare unless you
Some two weeks ago I saw an article
from the pen of Samuel Farmer, on brood
mares that he has owned
I might say
in addition to what he wrot- about Black
Bell. I bought her of 'lr. Farmer and
raised three colts from her, one by Alclayone 2 20 1-4, the next by Electricity
2.17 1-4, as a tour year old
The first
one developed into a fine lamily mare
and after » sold her she was taken with
pneumonia and died
The Hlectricity
colt developed into a fine family horse
and could step fast
I sold him to a
New York party for $600, without any
fitting, but he show d extreme natural
speed. Th third foal by Nelson, I sold
some eight weeks a o to a gentleman in
Brookline at a ood |_rice She has never
been handled for speed, but could go at
both gaiti I think she is the fastest one
Nelson ever sired. She is the talk of all
horse men in Boston, as she has won
several blue ribbons, winning her races in
1.09 in a bugg\ on a halt mile rin z, with
only five weeks work. A mare that can

THE HOME OF THE FAMOUS CARLETON CANOE AT OLD TOWN

her I had had a very pleasant evening
and enjoyed myself ever so much, and
•11 the time I would know it was a lie
•nd she would know it was a lie and I’ d
know she knew it and she’ d know I
knew she knew It and yet we would
both have to carry out those details in
just that way.

Dave’s Bis Trout.

1904.

pull a b uggy at that d ip is certainly more
stew on the pioneer’s menu.
In summer rabbits are reddish and in than an ordinary animal. Her name is
winter their fur is white as the snow on Lady Klondike. Look for her on the
speedway when snow comes.
which he is so fond of sporting.
But this fall and winter in the vicin ! Blac Bell, as v r Farmer called her, is
ity of Strong rabbit huntmg is said to now owned by E R. Wal er of Anson,
be particularly good
One good rule to and he has two or three col s from her,
observe in hunting this game is to use a |one a St Croix mare that he is taising for
shotgun and shoot quick. Then gather , a brood mare. I think one, a three year
in the ingredients for a toothsome stew. Iold s entire and has had some 23 mares
this season. There will be no mistake
^made in patr nizing him. His dam is
. one of the best road mares I ever saw or
1owned and there is no end to her speed,
■but she was never handled but was put to
breeding when \oung. She has had some
|twelve or thirteen colts, all fine family
: horses. Her first colt by Bronze went
j to New York
I had him after he came
back. This is the one that Mr Farmer
Ispoke about in his letter as having had
j distemper which hurt his wind so he

Some years ago the small streams that
MIGHT HAVE BEEN HIS HAT
cut their way through the range of rug
ged hills along the Grant County shore Senator Tillman Relates Story W hich
of the Wisconsin river were well sup
Shows H o w Mildness May
plied with trout. They are not trout
Turn Aw ay Wrath.
streams now and it is claimed that
Senator Tillman was talking to
floods are responsible for the disappear
some reporters about the efficacy of
ance of the fish.
mildness in debate. “ One can’t be too
“ Dave” was a tow-headed boy at the
mild,” he said, “ and one gets on es
time he caught the big trout, now he is pecially well if along with one’s rnilda man with a tow headed boy of his
own. Dave says he used to catch fine
strings of trout on the little stream that
comes In at Millville. His method was
to use a light line and hook baited with
worms or grasshoppers. These he
would trail along, just touching the
snrface of the water now and then with
the bait. Often the fish would jump
clear of the water to take the hook.
All ye spor’ smen, who have done the
likes o’ that, know what keen pleasure
there is in it.
Well about the big trout; Dave had
hooked a great trout several times, but
in each instance the fish had broken the
hook. Dave knew the pool where his
lordship was always to be found. He
oould be seen at times and it became a
matter of study on the part of Dave to
find some means of landing him. Fi
nally, as no hook available would stand
the work, Dave decided on a very un
sportsmanlike plan.
He procured a
A CAMP IN THE WOODS OF MAINE.
pieoe of fine copper and made a loop in
it at the end. With this he angled for
the fish, lying on his stomach slyly
peering into the deep place where the nesg there goes some rare and unex
fish oould be. seen. After many at pected quality. To be mild and at the could not go the route out, but could
tempts his efforts to snare the game •ame time unexpected ig, usually, to speed a two minute clip He was owned
were successful. When the trout was Jsucceed. Here is an instance of what in New York by J 1 Raymond, who
placed on the scales it was found to I mean. At the end of a theatrical used him for a family horse. David Bon
performance one man turned to an
weigh 4| pounds.
ner, who saw him go a half mile, re
other and cried in a harsh, gratini?
marked that if he had wind enough to go
Dave says that this fish was a native voice:
of the stream as no propagating had
“ ‘ Look here, you have sat en my a full mile he would come neaier being a
been done np to that time. It seems to •Ilk hat. It is ruined.’
two minute hor-e than he ever saw. j ,
“ The other looked at the silk hat
me the above is very heavy for a brook
I went to Worcester with Silas and
trout. May it not be possible that a It was Indeed a wreck. He said:
beat the whole >ang on the snow path
“
T
am
sorry.
This
is
too
bad.
But,’
grayling or rainbow trout had entered
and traded him to K. C. Taylor. Fanny,
the stream by way of the Wisconsin?— he aided, ‘it might have been worse.’
“ ‘ How might it have been worse?' another one without training, had extreme
The Northwestern Sportsman.
•■claimed the first man with an oath. speed. She paced and could head the
“ The answer then given was an ex- gang in Worcester on the snow path
•stleDt example of mildness coupled She is owned by E. W. Chapin
To Cure a Cold In One Day
with unexpectedness. It was:
So you will »ee it pays to get a good
f a te l e n m r h i t c t t u i M ‘J M i U f AJ
" T mlffht have a t ■ a ? o v a
TGtrti tl e x K ) )l It fall* tc con
brood mare when you start out to breed
V V . Gicve’t ii(i ante )r ot t u t t o . a
and you make no mistake, but do not buy

..

want to raise scrub horses for market
Get a well bred one and a good individ
ual, with lots of nerve and courage and
then breed her to the best stallions you
can and the result will be a success finan
cially, barring accidents. ' uch more
might be said about Black Bell and her
colts, but I have already taken too much
of your valuable space.— W . H Moulton
cf Hudson, Mass., in Turf, Farm and
Home

TO O

LATE

vV Price 25 Cls.

THE ANGLERS
J T ANNUAL.
Disclosing the haunts and habits
of the popular sporting fishes, ami
the favorite baits, rods and tackle
of the expert angler. ^ .x v

FOR FUDDING.

Ambassador Choate Tells of Am using
Incident at an A ristocratic
E nglish Dinner.
Ambassador Choate tells of a woman
in London society well known by rea
son of her penchant for dining distin
guished persons in literary and artis
tic circles. This woman long ago made
it an ironclad rule that no guest of
hers, whether at table or not, should
for any reason whatever be interrupt
ed in any discourse he chose to de
liver. Upon one such occasion, says
Mr. Choate, toward the end of one of
the lady’s dinners, and while a cer
tain litterateur was holding forth at
some length with respect to the latest
novel, a guest to the right of the hos
tess was about to violate the known
rule of the head of the mansion in
that he began to address her while an
other guest was speaking. The guilty
man was promptly admonished by a
swift glance from the hostess, where
upon the guest so reproved relapsed
into silence. After the dinner the
hostess said to him: “ Now, Mr. Blank,
I’m quite ready to hear what you had
to say. I’m sure it was something of
much Importance.” “ Quite true,” re
sponded the recipient of the lady’s re
buke, “ but I fear that it is now too
late.” “ Too late!” echoed the hostess.
“ Why, what do you mean?” “ Oh, I
was going to ask that I might have a
little more of the iced pudding.”

A i IN*_

Phillis,
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M a i n e W o o d s has frequent en
quiries for maps of the fishing re
gions of the stale e c., and w e can
furnish the following Maine M aps:
Rangeley and Megantic districts, 25c
Rangeley and Megantic districts,
very large,
50c
Moosehead and Aroostook dis
tricts,
50c
Millinocket and Munsungan lakes,
$1.00
Maine, Northern, for sportsmen
and lumbermen,
25c
Franklin County,
50c

Oxford County,
50c
Somerset County,
50c
Aroostook County,
50c
Piscataquis County,
^o<
Washington County,
50c
Outline map of Maine, 30x36 in. $1.00
Geological map of Maine,
35C
R. R . map of Maine,
35C
j U. S. map. size 18x29,
50c
i Androscoggin county,
35C
MEANING IN KOREAN FLAG. Cumbeiland county,
35C
| Hancock County,
50C
W riter o f Three Thousand Years A go ' Kennebec County,
35C
Explains It, But H is W ork
j Knox County,
35C
Is U nintelligible.
Lincoln and Sagadhoc Counties, 35c
Penobscott County,
50c
The Korean ensign and merchant Waldo County,
gre
flag is a white flag bearing the great j York County,
monad in blue and red. This is a
symbol of great antiquity. It is to the
L O T T E D T IM B E R L A N D S .
Mongolians what the cross is to the
Christian. To them it is the sign of Aroostook County, section plans
deity and eternity, while the two
Nos. 3, 4 and 5, from Grand
parts into which the circle is d iv id e
Lake to Fort Kent,
50c
are called the Yin and the Yan—the Hancock County, section plan
male and female forces of nature.
No. 2,
50c
Some 3,000 years ago one of the writ Penobscot County, section plans
ers, speaking in reference to it, said:
Nos. 3 and 4,
$1.00
“ The illimitable produces the extreme. Piscataquis County, section plans
The great extreme produces the two
Nos. 1^3 and 6,
$1.35
principles. The two principles pro
Somerset County, section plan
duce the four quarters, and from the
No. 6, and Franklin Co. map,
four quarters we develop the quadra
$ 1.00
ture of the eight diagrams of Feuhhi.” This means little to us, though Washington Count}', section plan
Nos. 2 and 3,
$1.00
the writer may have explained the
matter to his entire satisfaction. But Oxford County section, see Ox
ford county map
50c
so much we know—that the symbol
had a mathematical as well as an oc
Postage paid upon .receipt of price
cult meaning. There is a little puzzle M A IN E W O O D S , Phillsps, Maine
connected with the Korean flag which
may or may not be perplexing to the
novice. Divide the great monad by a
straight cut into two pieces so that
each half o f the circle shall contain ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
an exactly equal share of the Yin and
the Yan.
IN T H E G A M E S E A S O N .
Send Sixty On

B Y JOHN FRAN CIS S P R A G U E .

for (stamps taken)
a beautiful Trout
The best treatise on this subject
Fly Watch Charm
A perfect trout fly that has ever been published. A
enclosed between neat and attractive booklet.
Sent
glass crystals and to any address for 20c.
Addresa
surrounded
by
gold band.gnaranM aine W oods, Phillips, Maine.
teed, interchange
able. You can In
sert any fly you
wish.
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Me.

Send

SPORT

Three

IN D E E D

2 cent Stamps to
BY

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS, MAINE,

THOMAS MARTINDALE
A graphic description of camp life
in Maine, finely illustrated from
photograph.! by the author.

For a little bunch ol Back
wood* Fairy Tales, by
ED GRANT

A book every woods lover should
have.

Price $1.60,

addition*!.
I3.50.

Pottage 14c

With M a m

W oods

Addret*

o f Beaver Pond, Maine.
m a :n k

Edited by F kancis I. Mauls
4,The’re oat a#— very slow.’ *

PhBliv*,

w o o d *,

I4*ix.c

MAINE
VVkite, the tiuard.

MOOSE SEASON IN MAINE.

Frederick Hall White of Brooklyn,
N. Y , who was at one time very much
wanted by his father and was found in
the back woods of Mail e by a M a i n e
W o o d s reporter, hai just inherited
$8,000,000 or so. The Boston Herald of
Deo. 21 publishes a picture of White
with the following story:
“ Frederick Hall White, sophomore at
Harvard univeis ty and one of the
guardB on the ’ varsity football team,
oame to Brooklyn tonight and tomorrow
will celebrate his 21st birthday and in
cidentally come into control of an es
tate Inherited from his mother. This
estate is estimated at $3 000 000 and in
cludes the home at No. 136 Columbia
Heights, where he was born,
^ “ Mr. White would not discuss his
plans for the future, except to say that
he was going back to Cambridge to
morrow to finish his course at Harvard.
He was asked to describe the sensations
of a man about to become a mil iouair *,
but he only laughed and asked to be
excused from talking about himself. He

Six Week* During W hich the Great
Animal Is Hounded by
Hunter®.

WOODS,

DECEMBER

struggle.
When the cold weather comes on the
moose go back Into the woods and seek
shelter in the thickets from the cold
winds of winter. They are often found
“ yarded,” a dozen or more together in
some spot where there is plenty of food
In the form of young poplars, maples and
birches.
j The reports which have been brought
from the hunting regions indicate that
moose are unusually plentiful in the
Maine woods this fall. Whether the In
crease is due to the protection the animals
have received during the past few years,
or whether their numbers have been re
cruited by moose from the northern part
of the state, or perhaps from New
Brunswick, Is not known, but whatever
the reason for the increase the moose
are certainly more plentiful than they
have been for many years.

23.

1904

?
T R A N S P O R T A T IO N .

T R A N SP O R T A T IO N .
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TIM E - TABLE.

PHILLIPS

&

RANGELEY

AN D

SANDV RIVER R. R.

EUSTIS RAILROADS.

The moose, that monarch of the Maine
Monday, October 10, 1904.
woods, and the greatest game animal to
be found in the temperate zone, has been
fair game for the hunters since midTr*n 1 Tr’nS Tr’n 6
No rt h.
A.M. A . M P. M
night of Friday, October 14, for the close
time which has protected him for ten
months ended then, and for six weeks
Farmington.........
11 00 12 10 4 40
the bull moose of Maine have to run the
So. Strong,...........
gantlet of the sportsmen’s fire, says the
P. M. P. M
Strong,................
Bangor Commercial.
12 05 12 42 5 10
Moose hunting is the greatest sport to
Phillips................. . ar 12 30 1 00 6 30
be had in the Maine woods, for the size
of the game and the valuable trophy
Tr’n2 Tr’n 4 Tr’n 6
which the head of a good-sized bull
South.
A.M. A. M. P. M.
makes with its ornamentation of great
antlers is enough to cause a sportsman
Phillips,..............
7 30 8 30 130
to endure almost any hardship in the
I K W A D V E R T IS E M E N T S
Strong..................
hope of securing one of the big fellows.
7 60 9 10 1 50
To hunters and trappers, Ralph E,
There is also an element of danger which
So. Strong,...........
makes the sport the more enticing, for Dean.
Farmington, .^...
820 10 00 2 20
a bull moose on a rampage is a danger
Rabbit hound for sale, J. A. Simonds,
ous foe, and unless the hunter fortunate Post Mills, Yt.
WESTON LEWIS, Pres.
F. N. BEAL, Bupt.
ly disables his game at the first shot
Laflin & Rand Powder Co.
there is trouble in store for him. The
K. I DuPont Co.
moose’s great size enables him to crash

Time-Table October 10,1904.

The Only All Rail Route to Rangeley. Th «
Shortest, Quickest and Easiest Route to &U
points in the Dead River Region, Stratton
and Eustls, giving ample time for Dinner or
Supper at Greene’ s Farm.
EAST
A.M . P. M. A. M.
Ho. 1 No. 8 No. I
Boston, E Dlv,
Lv
•M
“
W Div,
•M
P, M.
Portland,
12 Of
Farmington,
11 00
4«
Phillips, ar
12 30
0M
Phillips, lv
Madno,
Madrid Junction,
Reeu’s Mill,
Sander’s Mill,
Redlngton,
Eustls Junction, lv
Greene’s Farm, ar
Dea<> River Station, lv
Rangeley, ar
WEST
A.M . A. M. A. M.
No. 2 No. 4 No. I
Rangeley, lv
8M
D ad River,
• If
Greene’s Farm,
&
8
41
Eustls Junction, ar,
•
84
Shortest and easiest route to Eustls and ,.the Redlngton, lv,
9 48
•Sander’s v ill,
De«d River region.
10 M
•Reed’s Mill,
10 If
•Madrid Junction,
T I M E - T A P I j ® ,
U 91
•M-drid,
18 28
Phillips, ar,
n 08
In Effect October 10,1904.

FRANKLIN

SOUTH.
Bigelow, lv
Carrabassett,
(ar
Kingfleld, 1
(lv
*N. Freeman, lv
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv
Salem
•Kuril mit, lv
*W. Freeman, lv
Strong, ar
NORTH.
Strong, lv
*W. Freeman, lv
•Summit, lv
Salem,
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv
•No. Freeman, lv
1 ar
Kingfleld, 1

MEGANTIC RY.

A m ; PM
2 00
11 20 2 25
11 40 3 00
11 00

AM AM PM

7 00 7 (6
7 05
7 35
7 20 7 45
7 33 8 40
7 36
7 45 9 10

12 50
12 56
1 10
1 12
1 26
1 35

AM AM PM
8 20 10 00
8 30
8 40 10 30
8 45 10 35
8 50 10 40
8 55
9 05 11 30

5 12
6 17
6 27
5 36

P. M.

7 30 8 30
PM Phillips, lv,
1 SO
Farmington,
8 20 10 00
2 29
6 45 Portland.
12
20
0
40
7 05 Boston, E Dlv, ar
4 00
8 Off
7 30
W Div, ar
4 06
The American Express Co. transacts busi
ness at ail points on line o f Phillips & 89uo»eley railroad
•Flag Stations.
tStage connections for Stratton and Kua Ua
and all points in the Dead River region.
The above table shows the time that train*
may be expected to arrive and depart from
the several stations but is not guaranteed.
Subject to change and correction without
notice.
F l e t c h e r P o p e , General Manager,
D. F . F i e l d , Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agt.

6 48
6 50

PORYLAND & RUMFORD FALLS RY

(lv
9 TA 12 00 B 55
Carrabassett,
. 9 60 12 35 6 20
„ In Effect October 10,1904.
Bigelow, ar
10 20 1 05 6 40
•Flag stations. Trams stop on notice to
conductor. fMixed trains.
leave Oquossoc for Rumford
Close connection is made at Strong witb Trains
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port
Boston,
€.50 ft t
land and Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Boston
Portland,
Lewiston
and
and Eustls, at Carrabasset for Flagstaff and
Rumlord Falls,
6.25 p m
Dead River.
DEO. M. VOSE. S u p e r i n t e n d e n t .
Through Parlor Cars between Portland And
Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Trains run dally except Sunday.
R. C. B r a d f o r d , Trafllc Man., Portland, M «.
E. L. L o v e j o y . Supt., Rumford, Falls, Me.

Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Co.
Time-Table, August 1, 1904.
GOING SOU I H
*8 00
8 05

180i GUIDES OK MAINE

7 20
NOOK
12 25
4 OO

G O IN G N O R T H

A. M.

4 10
A . M.

P. M.
I 35

X OO
5 45
9 05
9
P. M.

( E. D. lv

Tomato Jelly Salad.
was willing, however, to talk about the through the wooes with the speed of a
locomotive and with almost as much I To one-half can of tomatoes add one
accidents in the early part of the season, i
power, and the knife-like hoofs and
which prevented Harvard from making great antlers are terrible weapons when |bay leaf, four cloves, a blade of mace,
one-half teaspoonful of salt, one-fourth
a better showing on the gridiroD this' brought into play at close range. More <
teaspoonful of paprika, a stalk of cel
yea r.
than one hunter has paid the penalty for ! ery and one-half teaspoonful of finely
“ The White estate has been in the his carelessness and met death heceatt j minced onion; simmer for ten minute3,
court many times by reason of its man the feet of one of these maddened mon- 1 then rub through a sieve; add one-third
agement by the father of the boy, Josiah sters. and others have been treed and ! of a boxful of gelatin, which has been
White, who was sent to the Raymond nearly frozen to death while a bull I soaked in cold water, one-half cupful
moose kept watch, as patiently as a I of broken walnut meats and two table
street jail for a contempt of court for I
sphinx, beneath the limb which she!- | spoonfuls of tarragon vinegar, pour into
refusing to obey a mandate concerning <tered them.
the estate. He was finally purged of ^ Moose weighing more than 1,000 wetted molds and set in a cold place un
til firm; turn out carefully when re
contempt. Over the management of the pounds are often brought out of the
quired to serve, and serve on crisp let
estate Mr. White and his son have fig woods, and their great heads, adorned tuce leaves.—Good Literature.
ured in the courts in Brooklyn for six with wide-spreading antlers, form the
The
years. There was harmony at home, decoration of many a “ den.”
A Guaranteed (Jure For Piles.
however, and the new master of the , largest moose ever brought to Bangor
Itching, Blind, B’ eed in g or Protodinir Pile
house had dinner with the old ani told , measured nine feet from his forehoofs
Your duggist will refund money if Pazo Otnt
him the way be bucked the center on , to the top of his antlers, and weighed meat, fails to cure you in 6 «o 14 days. 50 <t
over 1,200 pounds. In many cases the
the foctoall team this year. Tne elder i
antlers measure more than five feet from
JBaxy to
Mr. White’s charge of the estate will tip to tip. and in some cases the breadth M O N E T
Man.
cease tomorrow and today he was buoy exceeds six feet.
F O R YOU .
paying bills and getting ready to ac
When the various water plants which
count for stewardship. Mr. White would form the summer food of the moose
have become edible in the spring the
not discuss his son’ s future.”
moose leaves the j ard or sheltered spot
where he has passed the winter and
seeks the waterways. Here he spends
the summer, feeding on the tender
plants and bathing in the water to keep
m a n fro n t
cool and to protect himself from the e a c h tla \j
pennet doing work for his
Catalogue
vicious flies which are a terrible pest in neighbors,
besides his own. I f
Free.
need power for farm,'facsome parts of the woods. When thus ?'Ou
ory or workshop, you need one o f our Gasoline Engine*.
or stationary, horizontal and vertical engines, ail
engaged the moose are often easily ap Portable
sizes. AMREICAN GASOLINE ENC.CO.,
BY CHARLES BRADFORD.
proached by persons in canoes, and more 232 K enn ebec St., : : Portland, M aine
than one summer visitor has carried
home a photograph of a big bull or a
cow und calf taking their daily bath.
Author of “ The Determined A n 
The cows and calves are often seen to
gler,” “ The W ild Fowlers.” Illus gether during the summer months, and
in some instances are very tame and
trated . Net. £i.oo postage ;oc.
linger in the vicinity of the camps, evi
The A n glers Secret is, as the au dently pleased at the attention bestowed,
upon them.
thor tells us, to replenish the soul
Usually In April the horns of the bulls
and not the creel. It is a secret that begin to sprout and they attain a mar
velous growth before September. They
cannot be revealed to an unsmypathe- wear their soft covering called “ velvet"
tiemind, and only the lover ofnature until September, and are sometimes
found late in that month with the cov
can fully understand that commun ering still on. During August and Sep
ing with field, stream and sky which tember the bull moose are ill the pink of
condition, and are dangerous animals
results in the perfect contentment of to meet. They tear through the wooes
the angler who has learned the secret. for weeks at a time, bellowing a chal
lenge to any living thing that roams the
With M a i n e W o o d s one year $ i . 6 o woods.
Fierce fights between rival
bulls are common at this period, and
postpaid . Address orders to
many instances are on record of such
fights, in which both combatants fell
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Me.
j
y o u c j /va/o t g e t ru sss/ p u swith their antlers locked in the death
S£/?S M O A froi/A 0£M £/?-ir/?/r£i/s

J

The

A.

S. C0 a m and Bangor at 3.15 p m Sleeping
M Car on train leaving Caribou 4.10 p m. and
Bangor 3.55 a m.
’
"

P. M.
I 30

t 7 05
I I 50
• i o OO
IO 05

6 15
• 5 OO

NOON

5 °5

lv
i a 00
South Rangeley,
6 25
R L H. Wharf,
ar 10 45 12 35 5 45 7 OO
Rangeley.
ar TO *0 12 40 5 5° 7 °5
•Daily. tDai.y except Sunday. Connects
at Rangeley Outlet with stage to and from
the lower Rangeley Lakes.
The above time-table shows time boats may
be expected to arrive and depart from the
several points, but is not guaranteed.
Last regular trips for the season of 1904
w ill he made October 1st.
H. H. FIELD, General Manager.

MOT MADE BY A TR U S T

TRAIN S LE A V E BA N GO R

3.55 A . M.—For and arriving at Millinocket,
6.40 a. m., Honlton 8.50 a. m., Presque Isle!
10.32 a. m., Fort Fairfield ll.co a. m „ Caribou
11.00 a. m. Van Buren 12.40 p m .
?.00 A M.—For and arriving at Brownvllle,
9.01 a m. Katahdiu Iron Works 9 50 a m, Mil 11nocket 10.25 a m, Patten 11.50 a m,Ashland 2 15
p m, Foit Kent 4.15 p m , Houlton 12.55 p in.
Presque Isle 2.46 p n Caribou 3.15, p m, Van
Buren 5 40 p m , For t Fairfield 3.05 p m, Lime
stone 4 10 pm , Dove* 9.17 a m, Guilford 9 41
a m, Monson 10.15 a m,[Greenville 10 55 a m .
Kineo 1.00 p. m.
‘ 3.15PM.—For and arriving at Brownvllle
4.48pm, Millinocket 6.03 p m . Sherman 6 54
m, Patten 7.25 p m, Houlton 8 15 p m, Mar*
111 and Blaine 9 25p m, Presque Isle 9.67 p
in. Caribou 10.25 p m, Foi t Fairfield 10.15 p m.
4.50 P M.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6 10
p m, Milo 6.35 p m. Brownvllle 6.45 p m Dover
anc Foxcroft 7 03 p m , Guilford 7.26 p m,
Greenville 8.40 p m, Quebec 1.15 p m , Mon
treal 8.35 a m.

S

AR R IV A LS

irst-Class Liverv.
We have everything in the livery
line that is needed.
The stable has
been enlarged and newly equipped
throughout.
Experienced drivers
will take parties when desired.

P . R ic h a rd s o n & C o
R an gel ey , M a i n e .

Angler’s Secret.

HOOD RUBBERS

P u l l m a n Ca r Se r v i c e .

Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Cari
bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at

IO OO
8 30

lv
air
lv
lv

IN EFFECT MONDAY, OCT. 10, 1904.

3 *5
3 30

t9 00

B.&M.R.R. (W . D. lv
Portland M.C.R.R.
So. Rangeley )
P. & R. F. Ry. |
Rangeley Outlet
Mountain View,

Arrangement o f Trains.

13 45

9 00

So, Rangeley
lv
P. A R. F. Ry
Portland M O.R.R. ar
B >iton
( E. D. ar
B & M.R.R IW D .a r
Boston

fl3 05 • 2 40
12 IO 3 45

8 55J

Mountain View,
Rangeley Outlet

SOME OF THF

BANGOR i AROOSTOOK R. R.

noon

f6 25
6 30
7 10

Rangeley,
R .L . H. Wharf,
Souih Rangeley,

9 25 AM . Leaving Montreal 7.25 p m , Que
bec 3.00 p ni, Greenville 5.36 a m, Guilford 6.44
a m, Dover 7.02 a m, Brownvllle 7.20 a m. Milo
7.30 a m .
1.00 P M. Leave Caribou 6.00 a m, Presque
Isle 6.2 a m, Fort Fairfield 6.(0 a m, Houlton
8.05 a m, Ashland 6.E0 a m, PatteD 8 50 a m,
Millinocket 10.16am, Brownvllle 11.25 a m .
Milo 11 34 a m.
’
7.25 P M.—Leaving Kineo 1.20 p m , Green
ville 3.40 p m Monsoi 3.35 p m , Guilford 4.5f
m,D<-vei 5 08 p m, Limestone 9.50 a m , Van
uren 9.25 a m, Caribou ll 40 p m. Presque Isle
12 11 pm , Fort Fairfield 11.35 a m, Houlton 2.00
p m Fort Kent 10 40 a m , Ashland 12.46 p m ,
Patten 2 50 p m , Sherman 3 27 p m, Millinocket
4 20 p m , Brownvllle 5.33p m Milo 5.43 p m,
Lagrange 6.10 p m.
11 45 P M. Leaving Vau Buren 2.30 p m, Car
ibou 4.10 p m, Fort Fail field 4.15 p m Presque
Isle 4.38p m, Houlton 6,20 p in, Millinocket 8.43
P m. ^C. C. BROWN,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,

g

General Manager.
BanFOT. Me., October 8,1904.

Printing Talk
If you[w8iit to know
W e are constantly making esti

where to get good

mates for printing of various kinds,
rhe result is that we get our shat e of
the big jobs as well as the small,

H U N T IN G

and we have grown to feel that noth
ing is too large for us to print.

We

like to get up small business cards.
Big catalogues are also in our line,
in fact big or little, anything that can
be printed by anybody

anywhere,

can be done right here.

There are

many reasons why the people who

or desire circulars, de
scriptive matter oriniormation regarding Hotels
or Camps In MAINE’S
HUNTING or FISHING
REGIONS, address
MAINE WOODS INFOBMA-

read this should have" us do their
work.

rSTION BUREAU,

J. W . B R A C K E T T C O .,
Phillips,

-

.

Maine.

Phillips.

-

-

Maine

M AINE

H OTELS

Where Deer Are Bold.

Loupcerviers In Maine.

WOOD S,

The Parmachenee clubhouse is situated
To the Editor:
on a small island some 400 yards trom
Your editorial of to-day’ s issue on
vanishing animals of Maine attracted the mainland. There are pansy beds,
my attentiou, and I heartily indorse the and other flowers in abundance about the
idea that we give them all possible pro door. Some of the camps are on posts,
eight feet tall, to avoid the high water in
tection.
But the fur dealer has drawn a false springtime
There is practically no hunting done
conclusion in regard to the Canada :ynx.
I know of a township within ten miles here and deer have increased in number
of the B. & A. R. R. in which there greatly, during the last few years.
While there last summer, I was told
were nine loupoervier trapped in the
winter of ‘92 and ‘98. During the last by those who live at the camps the year
of the hunting season of *93 I saw the round, that no one thought of shooting a
akins of two lynx caught in that section, deer in fall more than a half mile from
and before the end of the winter there camp. Every winter they yard so near
were something like four caught there.
the farm that they are seen daily in the
This fall, in October, we saw more edge of the woods, or on the lake near
sign of bear and Canada lynx than any the shore.
As soon as the lake is frozen and the
previous season.
There is little doubt that the lynx is a island camps are unoccupied, the deer
go to the island and eat all the pansies
great foe to the deer during the deep and fat plants left about and lie down
snows, one of the four above mentioned under the camps or in any convenient
being taken at the carcass of a deer he place about the premises. They live on
the island among the camps as long as
had run down and killed.
The only way the lynx oould ever be the food lasts.
The island is about 150 yards long and
exterminated in this state would be by
50 yards wide. Deer have frequent y-been
the trapper, as a prise for the rifle of found on the island in the morning and
the sportsman it is without value, being not long ago one stayed there nearly all
seldom or never seen in the woods, even day. __________________________
where plenty.
I believe there is no animal in the
A n /V oirnal S t o r y F o r
woods of Maine today that deserves to
beoome extinct. Let us retain them
L itt le FolK 5
while we may.
Yours very truly,
Samuel Clark.
Augusta, Me., November 14.
The information as to the passing of
Who would think that anybody had
the loupoervier, which we published,
a better right to play around in the
was reoeived from one of the oldest and bright green fields than the grasshop
most reliable dealers in furs living in per? And yet when he made his ap
Maine, a man whose word is unques pearance in the meadow the other day
tioned by all who know him. It is only he was confronted with a sign which
fair to say here, however, that his as read:
sertion was based upon the faot that be
K E E P OFF
had not seen any pelts from loupcerviers
TH E
for more than five years. This condi
GRASS.
tion, coupled with the other fact that
he had purchased loupcerviers skins by
“ Now, who could have put up that
the score tu previous years, led him to sign?” meditated the grasshopper, as he
infer with apparent reason that the an sat on a blade of grass and thought.
“ I am sure it must have been Mr.
imals had left the State.
Another argument indicating that Butterfly,” he continued, “ because he
loupcerviers were becoming very rare of doesn’t like me at all. But I can’t
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Aroostook County.
Via Ox bow , Me .
Atkins’s Camps. Famous region for Moose,
deer, and big fish. Write for special small
maps and circular to
W. M. A t k i n s . Oxbow, Me.
Via Ox b o w , Ma in e .
Spider Lake Camps. Good camps. Unexcelled
trout fishing. Good accommodations. Allegash trips a specialty. Address,
Arbo & L ib b y , Oxbow, Me.

Franklin County.
Eu s t is , Ma i n e .

Round Mountain Lake Camps. Give us a tri iL
if you want a fine buck. During the 1903 hunt
ing season ten (10) 1 censed hunters saw over
two hundred (200) deer in two weeks hunting
and picked twenty bucks. Camps open dur
ing December. W a rm com fortable cabins.
D io n O. Bt a c k w k l l . Mgr.,
Eustis, Franklin Co., Maine.
New York office. Room 29, 335 Broadway.
W il t o n L a k e .

Blue Mountain Camps. Ideal spot for sum
mer vacation wtth everything the county a f
fords. A New York chef prepares the food
For particulars address,
W

il l is

E. B a c h k l l e r .

489 5th Ave., New York.
After June 1, Wilton, Me.
ra n o e l e y L akes
Camp Bemls, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
Ca p t . F. C. B a r k e r . Prop’r, Bemis.
Ra n o e l e y L a k e s , M a in e .

Mountain View House is one ot the most mod
ern, up to date summer homes In the state of
Maine. Its beautiful location at the foot of
Rangeley lake on a picturesque cove, gives tt
many attractions, w hile the best of fishing is
within close proxim ity. The boating and
canoeing is the best on the lake; the drives
are unsurpassed for beautiful scen-ry and
the woods around are tilled with delightful
paths and trails. Croquet and tennis grounds
adjoin the house. The cuisine is of the best;
fruit, vegetables, fis h ana game in their
season with plenty o f milk and cream. Pure
spring water is f u r n is h e d the house from a
spring above. R o o m s large, well lighted and
pleasant. Hunters find plenty of deer, par
tridge and w oodcock in the woods near by.
Send for 1904 b ook let to
L. E. B o w l k y , Mountain View House,
Mountain V i e w , Rangeley Lakes, Me.
Ran oeley L a k e s .
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the
foot of Bald Mountain in a good fishing and
hunting section. Steamboat accommodations
O. K. Telephone at camps. Two mails daily.
Write for free circular to
A mos El l is , Prop’r, Bald Mountain, Me. "
V ia F a r m i n g t o n .

Clear Water Camps. First - class fishing.
E. G . Ga y , Route 1, Farmington, Me.

Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead Rlvei
Region, 2000 teet above the sea level. In the
heart of Maine’s best fishing ground.
Write for further particulars to
J ulian K. V il e s , Eustis Me.
F o u r Mil e s

ON

A

BLADE OF
THOUGHT.

GRAS8

AN D

Keep off the grass. This is my home,
and I am not able to climb trees or
live in the water.
“ But there’s that sign,” he added;
^what am 1 to do about that? I sup
pose the best thing is to use it in some
Way to keep the* butterflies from worry
ing rne any more.”
So off he went to a paint shop and
pot a bucket of paint and a brush. Then
he returned to the field where the sign
stood, and at the bottom of it he paint
ed these words, “ Hopper’s Flowers.”
And now the sign was altogether dif
ferent, for it read:
K E E P O FF
TH E
G R A S S H O P P E R S FLOW ERS.

but Don’t Decide It.

from r a n g e l e y .

V ia R a n o e l e y .
Y ork ’ s Camps Loon Lake.

It Lawful to Shoot Deer on
December 15?

Ten Pondis. Trout,
Salmon, Birds, Deer, Canoeing, Batfling, etc.
A postal brings illustrated booklet.
J. Lew is Y o r k , Prop.,
Rangeley, Me.

Did the deer season of Main'i eud last
night or will it end tonight? That ap
parently simple question is puzzling the
sportsmen of Portand today aud even
the lawyers have been having some
Kennebec County.
mental struggle with it.
Belgrade L ak es, Me.
Off hand practioally every hunting
The Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world. man says that the man who shoots a
C h a s . A . H i l l & s o n , M a n a g e rs.
deer today is within his legal rights and
So. Sm it h f ik l d , Ma in e .
at first glance the statutes which govern
North Pond Camps, 'lliese camps are in the
region whtra game abounds. Plenty of good the game law seem to corn b orate the
sport For pan lculars address,
opinion. But there is an ambiguity
Ed w . W. Cl e m e n t , So . Smiihfleld, Me.
about the law that might well m.ke the
Via B i n g h a m M a i n e
lover of the gun who ha 1 the good or
Carry Pond Camps. Sixfy deer shipped from
these camps last season. Before making bad lack to shoot a deer this morning,
arrangements where to go write me for infor wonder whether he was going to eujoy
mation. H e n r y J. La n k , Bingham, Maine.
his venison steak in peace or whether he
would be hauled before the courts and be
.Somerset County.
made to pay a heavy flue
J a c k m a n , M e ., P . O.
Here is the section of the statute
Gerard’ s Camps on Little Spencer Waters o f
Big Spem er Lake. The place to com e for |which deale with the matter:
deer and partridges with a fair chance for
“ No person shall, except as hereinaf
moose, bear and the smaller animals. Good
camps, good Rangelev boats and new trails ter provided, in any manner, hunt,
to an of the haunts of big game. Come and
j take, catch or kill or have in possession
see for yourselves.
T h o s . G e r a r d , Prop’ ., Jackman, Me.
! for any purpose or whenever or wherSomerset County.
. ever taken, caught or kille t any deer or
j part thereof, between Deo. 15 and Oct. 1
Washington County.
, next following; no person shall between
G r a n d L a k e S t r e a m , Mr .
The Birches. Come here for your fall hunt Oot. 1 and Deo. 15 next following ex
ing.
FRANK H . BALL.
cept as hereinafter provided, take, catch,
kill or have in possession for any pur
New Hampshire.
pose or whenever or wherever taken,
caught or killed, more than two deer or
R a n g e l e y La k e s .
Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most pictur 1parts thereof.”
esque retreat, charming scenery, beautiful
“ Why, that’ s clear enough,” ‘ aid one
drives, excellent boating, good fishing. Send
sportsman who was shown the law this
for booklet.
E. H. Da v is , Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.
! mo:ning. “ A man caunot shoot a deer
! after Dec. 15. That means that he can
CAMP AND HOTEL PRINTING. ' shoot one today, of course.”
“ December 15 is to be considered as
being inclusive, then?” asked a byThere is nothing like arranging for stander.
your printing early. The season of 1905
“ Of course,” was the prompt answer.
“ What about the rest of the section,
will be on before wa realize it and we
can’ t make a mistake by getting an idea then?'’ went on the questioner. “ If
you are not to include the 15th in one
of bow to lay out next season’ s printing.
case yon should not do so :n another.
Special prices and special arrangements If that is so and a man may shoot a de r
or camp and hotel printing. We know today, there is nothing to prevent his
I having more than two deer iD hi- pos
what you need for cuts.
session today. Was chat the intention
J. W. B r a c k e t t Co ,
of the law makers?”
M a in e W oods , Phillips, Me
____
“ Hold on there,” said the sportsman
------- '“
thoughtfully. “ There is something in
_
j
_
this that I had not thought of. If you
A n g le r S
S e c r e t * exclude the two named dates iu the first
part and make the open season run from
BY CHARLES BRADFORD.
; m *dniRht of Sept. 80 to midnight of
Dec. 15 it Looks as if you should do the
A uthor o f “ T h e D eterm ined A n - same with the last section. In that

The

gier,

SAT

Portland People Discuss Question

VThorff’ s Camps. Dewd Riv^r Pond, P. O. lo
Address, Rangelev, Maine. Send for circular, j
E . B. W h o r f f , Proprietor,

Dead R i v e r R egion .
Greene's Farm is headquarters at the entrance
to the Dead River region. Trains run within
! less than a quarter or a mile of my house and
l are met l»y my teams. People stopping at my
house over night eau take the train, arriving
in Boston at 9 p. m. There are plenty of deer
[ in this section.
vL W. G r e e n e , Proprietor, Coplin, Maine.
ffler ” “ The Wild Fowlers ”
HE

WHEN DEER SEASON CLOSES

Eu s t is , M a i n e .

The Grasshopper’ s Sign

late is that their skins have more than
doubled in value within five years, go
ing up from $2.50 and $3 to $7 and $8
Even the skin of the despised bobcat
has some va^e now, presumably from
the faot that no pelts from the lynx
Canadensis were obtainable.
The argument that no loupoervier has
occasion to quit Maine so long as deer
and hares are plentiful is conviuoing or
seemingly so. But this same argument
could have been made to show that the
panther had not quit the state, though
none have been seen here for years. So
far as we know, panthers and loupcer
viers feed on similar classes of animals.
They oan eat aay kind of flesh, whether
living or dead, but prefer to suck the
blood of living animals, finish ng up on
choice bits of flesh after the blood is
gone. Owing to the fact that the pan
ther is a larger and stronger animal than
the lynx and capable of capturing raoie
formidable game—even the moose, if
ourrent tales can be trusted—one would
infer that of the two creatures of the
cat family, the smaller would go earlier,
the lynx leaving the field to the panther.
That such is not the case is a well
known fact.
Every year it becomes more apparent
to observing men that the survival or
extinction of many animals depends
upon laws of which we as yet know very
little. Why the Maine oaribou, which
is fleet of foot and very shy, and hardy
enough to stand any degree of cold,
Bhould cease to be common in Maine,
and the gigantic and lumbering moose,
whioh will come right into the eyes of
death when a man makes a noise through
a birch bark megaphone—this and other
allied questions have not been anwered.
It will be remembered that J ohn Bur.
roughs mede a convincing argument to
show that weasels should in the nature
of things overrun the whole countryside
and exterminate all other small mam
mals. So far as known they have no
enemies. .They are very proliflo. They
can defend themselves against any
creature of twice their size aud when it
comes to running away, no creature lives
that can beat them. Every argument
that mankind can adduce favors the
rapid multiplication of the weasel, yet
the number of these mammals has not
Increased within the memory of man.
On the contrary, they seem to be fewer
now than at any previous time.
The germ of an early extinction
seems inherent in certain creatures
while other denizens of the same placest
whioh are d o better fitted to oontend
with their environment, thrive apace
and withstand all the woes that man
kind aud civilization oan heap upon
them.
In oonoluslon we take this oooasion to
thank the correspondent for his valuable
aud timely Information.—Baugor News.
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W ild Towlers.

Illusca8e wk,le
a Oct.
mau is
* llo,red
t0the
sboot
i,lu s“ ‘ deer
on both
1 and
Dec. 15
law

St r a t t o n , M a i n e .
t rated. Net, £l.OO postage IOC.
against his having more than two deer
Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the
Dead River region. Good table and clean
The
Angler’;
Secret
is,
as
the
auPOSS688iou does no; apply on those
beds. Good livery connected. Parties taken
,,
, . ,
,
, days. Why, it’ s wide op»n today. lam
to any and all camps in this section at reason ,
able rates. E. H . G r o s e , Prop’ r., Stratton, Me thor tells us, to replenish the soul going out for tho8e two 5uoka l got my
P. O. b e a v e r Pond , Me .
Grant’ s Camps. The popular resort of the
Rangeleys. Situated at Seven Ponds, 27 miles
from Rangeley village.
Good buckboard
road. Deer are seen dally from camp doors.
Small game Is abundant. Fishing cannot be
excelled anywhere. First-class accom moda
tions for ladies.

It is a secret that eye on last week. I ’ve had two deer
this season already, but I’ ve got lots
more uf them coming to me if I can get
tic m ind, and only the lover ofnature 1them today.”
and not the creel.

cannot be revealed to an unsmypathe-

can fully understand that com m un- j T1)® opinions of the lawyers who were
•
...
i,
.
, ,
, • , asked about the matter were divided,
ing with held, stream and sky w h ich
.
.
, ,
b
J
j They agreed quite unanimously in con
Near R angeley.
results
in
the
perfect
contentment
of
deraing
the
law
makers
who
n ew the
Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a
nice place to spend a summer vaca'ton. For the angler who has learned the secret.; Pre8ent revision of the statutes but tbeir
rates and particulars correspond with
, , r. ,
,
facility in doing so led to the suspicion
H i n k l e y & R o b e r t s , R a n g e le y , Me.
V it l . a in k W oods one >ear $ l.6 o j bat tbey bad Rad some practice iu that
Ed G r a n t &

so n s.

On P h i l l i p s & R a n g e l e y R a i l r o a d .
Redington Camps and Cottages. Good accom  postpaid . Address orders to
modations, with best fishing and hunting. One
minute’s w alk from Redington station. Write
M a in e W oods , Phillips,
for circular.
J. F. H o u g h , Proprietor,
P. O., Rangeley, Maine.

F a r m i n g t o n , Ma in e .
When the butterflies came along that
Way and read the new sign and saw Hotel W illow s. Refurnished entire. Excel
lent local ion. Best possible fire protection,
Mr. Grasshopper marching about the electric;lights. new s'e«m heal, spring water,
held with a big club in his hands they large cool rooms, billiard r o o m . Rooms can
now* be engaged for the summer months.
decided that it would not be wise for Free carriage to all trains.
them to stay around there any longer,
J. R. K e l l e y . Prop’r.
and they had to go to another meadow
S k i n n e r , M a in e .
to find flowers to feed upon.—Pittsburg Log Cabin Retreat.
Dispatch.
Finest fishing aud deer hunting in Maine.

Send for circular.
L o o Cabin R e t r e a t , Skinner. Me.

P h i l l i p s , Main e .
Phillips Hotel. Carriage meets all trains.
Good fishing.
C A. Ma h o n e y , Prop’r.

line already. Generally, the attorneys
were inclined to think that the courts
M e.
would construe the statute to mean that
the season closed last night.
Whatever may be the real meaning of
the law, it can be said that the game
wardens take the view that the season
was ended with the stroke of midnight
last night. Whether they would go to
the extent of prosecuting any person
who should shoot a deer today Is not
known, but it is a fact that Warden
Cushman was unable to go hunting yes
terday because of other business and re
AS I HAVE KNOWN THEM fused to take a hunting trip today ecause be considers that the season is
dosed. So far as any one in Portland
B y C a p t . F . C . B ark e r .
wuo could be seen today the point has
t
never been settled in this State, but the
general opinion is that it is rather risky
A book of woodcraft, camp life, to shoot deer on the 15th day of Dec
logging, river driving, guiding and ember.—Portland Advertiser.

Lake and

Forest,

H a i n e s L a n d i n g , Mb .
MooselookmegontlcHouse
ofiTers excellent accom 
modations to sportsmen.
It is in close proximity
to the best fishing the
lake offers No hay fe
ver. Address from Nov.
until May,T h k o . L .P age
Prop, Senate Cafe, Wash
ington, D. C. After May
1, Haines, Landing, Me. J a general description of life by water
R a n g e le y Lake.

Munyon’ s Springs. The most beautiful spot
in Maine. W . W . Sm i t h . Mgr., Rangeley, Me.
A t F a r m in g t o n

The Stoddard House is delightfully locat ed for
those wishing to spend the vacation among

the hills and near good fishing and hunting.
Write for particulars.
W. H. Mc Donald , Prop., Farmington. Me.

Via R a n o e l e y .
Kennebago Lake House on the shore o f Kennebago Lake. One of the best fishing sections.
Good fishing every day in the season. E xcel
lent accommodations Address,
R i c h a r d s o n Bros ., Proprietors,
Kennebago Maine.
Have you read the Famous Book on Camping
in Maine and New Brunswick; exciting and
D e a d R i v e r R eg io n .
instructive. How to camp out Is told in a
most entertaining way by E. W. Burt in his The Hew tthaw House, Eustis, Maine, a m od
300 page book “ Camp Fires In the Wilder ern hotel and opeu t ’ sportsmen. No better
n ess-”
Twenty-four photographs of the hunting anywhere. 'There are about 40 rooms
woods. Send f o r it $1.00 o r with the M a i n k Correspondence solicited.
A. B. SA R G E N T , Eustis, Maine.
W o o d s o n e y e a r $2.00.
MAIN* WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

and in the woods.

Although the number of visitors at
This volumn is the fish and game department has fallen

finely

by

illustrated

ph otograp hs 1° ff “ inCe the ,uramer 8ea*on, it is still a
®
*
| n n n n la r paonrt f
il
L , _
: _ 5x 1 1_
_ _x _
popular resort forn nall
who
visit
the
state
from life. It contains much quant house aud a number call at the room
daily to look the specimeus over. A
humor as well as a vast amount of
book is kept for visitors to register their
entertaining information and many names in and while many avail them
selves of the opportunity tnere are oth
good stories.
ers who do not, so that no aocura’ e rec
Price $ i .iopostpaid or with M a in s ord is kept of the number of visitors
who call to see the specimens during
W oods i year, $1.75. Address
the course of a year. The book is in
teresting as an autograph album and
M A IN E W O O D S ,
contains signatures of people from all
over the United States and the prov
Phillips,
Maine. inces.
a

